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Kangaroo Valley you’ve got talent!!!

Love in the Vineyard
Yarrawa Estate
February 7
Preview page 15
K. V. A & H Show
Showground
February 13 and 14
begins page 23
Bowlo swim Relays
K. V. Pool
March 3
pages 21 and 46
News p1–27

Show feature p23-26

Thirsty Night Singers set for sensational debut
While these local vocal yokels are all hugely
talented, they're not going to give up their
day jobs just yet, what with the financial
downturn and all - except for Peter WesleySmith, who doesn't have one.
Janette and Alex live in Berry.
The rest are Kangaroo Valley residents.
They all used to sing in the now-defunct

Courthouse Choir in Berry.
See them, above, relaxing after a successful
rehearsal. Hear them on February 7 before they
relax too much …
from left: Martin Wesley-Smith, Janette Carter,
Peter Morgan, Nell Britton, Patsy Radic,
Peter Stanton, Alex Holliday and
Peter Wesley-Smith (reserve)

… and horses return to the Kangaroo Valley Show!!!
2009 marks the return of equestrian
events to the Kangaroo Valley Show
after a year’s absence due to equine
influenza precautions.
The Valley Show showed considerable
ingenuity coming up with new events to fill
the gap in 2008, so it may come as a
surprise that several Shows, like Bowral
Columns p39

Sport p40-41

and Picton Shows, simply didn’t run last
year!
We have such a picturesque backdrop with the
Valley floor and the escarpments that the
equestrian events might be dismissed as just a
lovely backdrop by the uninitiated, so this year
we asked Pony Club Equestrienne, Bronwyn
Petersen, what to look for ringside.
Show feature continues page 23
Directory p42-44

Wot’s on p47
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Many community activities in the
Valley seem to have gone up a notch
during our short recess.
Nowhere is that more evident in the extended
report from the KVRFB (which begins on
page 32) during the extended and potentially
hazardous holiday period.
Of course we are also gearing up for the
major social and cultural event of the year,
the A & H Show, which with the return of the
equestrian events, regains the balance and
depth of attractions we are used to.
Our show feature begins on page 23 and we
appreciate the efforts of Kerrie Barnes in
arranging for such interesting content.
Another major event (the second staging of
The Bowlo Swimming relays) is planned for
March 3 and full details and entry forms are
on page 21 and 46.
The 2008 event set a high standard of
entertainment and involvement, we imagine
this year will surpass last year in participation
and entertainment.
February is certainly the start of showtime in
the Valley with the Yarrawa Estate concert
scheduled for February 7, (see page 15) and
The Arts in the Valley Festival in full
preparatory swing with an already
outstanding line up of talented performers and
artists, that promises to deliver high quality
entertainment and artistic works to suit every
taste (see page 6)
The Festival is still looking for volunteers
(page 11) and on the question of volunteer’s
worth to this community, we would direct you
to Ron Bowers recognition (page7) and the
Pathways report (page 9).
The FYRE pool party was another success for
that active group (who are also helping at the
show in the staging of the talent quest).
The interesting concept of generation of
electricity for the Valley (page 3) will be
thrashed out at the public meeting on
February 17 at the Hall which deserves at

Letters to the Editor

least some open minded and productive
discussion, while the news is also positive about
the establishment of a Natural History Park
(page 33), where there is the opportunity to
create a new attraction and facility for the
Valley to complement the Pioneer Museum
Park.
All this vigour and spirit can only help make the
Valley an even better place to live.
The heart of the Valley is demonstrated again by
our story on page 35, of the contributions by
businesses and individuals prepared to help out
those less fortunate than others.
The Gordon family (farmers doing it tough) of
Barmedman NSW, are to be treated to a luxury
holiday in the Valley to provide a lift in spirits
and some easing of pressures that they endure.
In an interesting footnote to this story we learn
that Kangaroo Valley was selected as the most
ideal Tree Change destination in NSW by
KPMG and published in The Australian on 3rd
January and broadcast by A Current Affair.
We would be interested to hear from our readers
on their reaction to that finding.
As usual our feature columnists have provided
thoughtful and inspirational articles; I was
particularly interested in Sean Scarisbrick’s take
on the U.S. Presidential election as an expat’s
View, close up of a significant shift in
America’s social and political fabric.
One of the best pieces of news in the past weeks
has been a lift in enrolment numbers of the
Public School (up to 109 this year from a low of
83 in 2008) which will provide a great fillip to
the already outstanding achievements of such a
small school.
Welcome to all those who have made the Valley
their “tree change” in past years and have added
so much to the cultural and physical profile of
this beautiful valley and the industrious and
thoughtful people who have chosen to be here.
With the pressures of the global financial crisis
sure to touch the valley in some ways we need
to help each other anyway we can. Carl Leddy
The Editor

Medical services highly appreciated
All letters must be
signed by the
writer and give
both business and
home phone
numbers so
letters can be
verified.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley.
2577

I think we all know that we live in a beautiful
piece of Australia and we have our own piece of
heaven on 5 acres out west where we do not get
so much fogs, but we do get plenty of wildlife.
I think the most important things to have entered
the valley are a doctor willing to put so many
days in and also a pharmacy.
I have never been a great visitor to the doctor
but to find such a compassionate and
knowledgable one in such a small township is
incredible.
(Continued on page 4)
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Top acts lined up for May Festival
All remaining seats for Kangaroo
Valley’s popular 3-day arts festival are
now on sale.
A limited number of packages for the Full
Festival program are still available but
selling fast.

Saturday 2 May

Concert: Our Own Composers - Merlyn Quaife
Time: 2:30 pm. Venue: Kangaroo Valley Hall
Concert: Café of the Gate of Salvation
Time: 2:30 pm. Venue: Marquee, Kangaroo
Valley Golf & Country Resort
Combining classical and fine contemporary
Concert: The Band of Brothers – Slava and
music with painting, sculpture, photography,
Leonard Grigoryan Time: 7:30 pm. Venue:
architecture, poetry and drama., highlights will Marquee, Kangaroo Valley Golf & Country
include tributes to Peter Sculthorpe in honour of Resort
his 80th birthday with performances by the
Concert: An Evening of Monologues
Goldner String Quartet, William Barton and
Time: 7:30 pm. Venue: Kangaroo Valley Hall
David Pereira.
There are eight superlative concerts to choose
Sunday 3 May
from.
Concert: An Afternoon of Melodrama Friday 1 May
Geoffrey Tozer
Concert: Goldner String Quartet - Peter
Time: 2:30 pm. Venue: Kangaroo Valley Hall
Sculthorpe – William Barton
Concert: Peter Sculthorpe – 80th Birthday
Time: 8 pm. Venue: Marquee, KV Golf &
Tribute - William Barton, David Pereira
Country Resort
Time: 2:30 pm. Venue: Marquee, Kangaroo
Valley Golf & Country Resort
Concert: Judith Wright in Song - Elizabeth
Bookings are essential and early purchase is
Campbell, Ian Munro
recommended.
Time: 8pm. Venue: Kangaroo Valley Hall

The Goldner String Quartet

Tickets: Full $35-$49;
Members $30-$44; Conc $25-$39
Bookings: 02 4465 2575 or
www.artsinthevalley.net.au

considerable wealth ,employment and
commerce.
This is now an interesting tourist venue and
places in the Anglosphere after the Falkland
museum. Worth a detour!
Islands.
Today Albany is a busy town of more than
Albany is situated at the head of King Georges 40,000 people and is the only port for the
sound, the second largest natural harbour in
Great southern farming region and the local
Australia after Sydney.
agriculture and woodchip industries and of
Seven hours to the east is Esperence whilst to
course a busy tourism centre.
the south it is first stop Antarctica.
However one of the most impressive and
It is said that Governor Stirling in deciding
interesting sites lies to the east of the town.
between Perth and Albany chose the former as Here on the open heath land high above the
the state capital because of the proximity of his rugged cliffs where the unique wild flowers
vineyards up the Swan Valley.
bloom in the spring and the winds blow from
I have been unable to establish the validity of
the southern ocean, the visitor can gaze on a
this piece of folk lore but it is of interest that
line of twelve giant wind turbines stretching
Albany was officially established in 1826
out as far as the eye can see.
The Albany installation of wind turbines
whereas Perth was granted citizenship three
These elegant 150 foot, three bladed structures
years later.
Some time back the Voice published a
turn and hum majestically as the winds from
Charles Darwin sailed into King George sound the ocean blow with ceaseless energy.
letter from Dr John Spencer from
in 1835 and remarked on the splendid harbour And it‘s free !
Kangaroo Valley Road, about the
and the unique local fauna, animal life and
Just standing beneath one of these streamlined
potential of wind generated electricity in
friendliness of the local aboriginal people.
giants evokes a sense of awe.
Kangaroo Valley.
Edward John Eyre (after who the highway, the The citizens of Albany are justly proud of their
Since then the Voice has canvassed a
Lake and the peninsula are named) finished his wind farm - not just because the unique
number of residents to gather their
epic overland and almost fatal trip from
splendour but because more than three
reaction to the concept and whether the
Adelaide in 1843 once again putting the
quarters, of the towns electricity is supplied by
fledgling town in he nations consciousness.
idea was worth pursuing.
the wind farms energy output.
More recently Albany was the site of several
There was a strong positive reponse with the
Albany was chosen for obvious reasons; it is a
result that there will be an open public meeting acrimonious protests against the towns whaling windy place and there was a great deal of
station which until the 1970s provided
at the K. V. Hall on Tuesday February 17 at 7
empty country side on which to build and no
pm to generally discuss the proposition and to
(Continued on page 21)
assess if there is sufficient public support to
form an investigating group to carry on with the
technical and financial logistics of such a
scheme.
The meeting is to be chaired by Elizabeth
To consider the concept of a Kangaroo Valley wind farm,
George and it is anticpated that many members
to generate lower cost electricity for Valley residents and businesses,
of the Environment Group, KVCA, Lions and
in an appropriate commercial entity and return any surplus
hopefully the general public will take the
to the community for a range of projects.
opportunity to take part.
John Spencer provides some background here
about the “wind farming” in Albany W.A.
Kangaroo Valley Hall Tuesday February 17 at 7 pm
The town of Albany is a five hour drive south
from Perth and must be one of the most remote

Blow the wind southerly, southerly blow ….

Open public meeting
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The Editor

(Continued from page 2)

Old bath repair service in the Valley

I have been hit by the big C this last November
and I really don't know what my life would
have been like if meant going over the
mountain to get scripts and have them filled.
So I do hope that everybody realises what a
tremendous benefit has been bestowed on the
valley and that we nurture and support these
great people as I would not wish my condition
on anybody, but we do not know the future.
Hope everybody had a great Christmas and can
look forward to a wonderful year to come.
David Smith
Jacks Corner Road
The Editor

Panther report
I’ve just bought the dec issue of the KVV (the
Jan one must not be out yet) it was quite a
surprise to see the article on the panther
because late afternoon one day last week I saw
a long low black furry animal crossing Tallowa
Dam Rd just before Bugong Fire Trail turnoff.
it was quite a way away and moving pretty
quickly
The first thing I said to Andy is that the Blue
Mountains panthers must be moving down
south.
I wasn't aware that there were sightings down
here as well.
So there you go - I hope this addition to the
dossier of movements is of use
Brigid Jordan
January 19, 2009
Editors’s note.
In addition to Brigid’s e-mail we have had a
couple of sightings and historical incidents
telephoned to our office.
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We have a beautifully restored old cast-iron
bath in which the porcelain has become
chipped.
We’ve been told it’s only a matter of time
before the rust spreads, the bath springs a leak
and the bathwater inundates the house.
We have managed to find someone who will
come down from Sydney and repair it on
February 20.
If there is anyone with a similar problem who
has been wondering how to fix it and would like
to make use of an expert whilst he is in the
Valley please give me a call on 44651955 and I The Editor
will pass your name on to Ray.
Chris Brangwin Holiday fishing
The Editor

Notice re Norm Jacobs
Dear friends of Kangaroo Valley.
I look forward to meeting you all again soon.
As promised I am returning to the Valley to
carry out my son Norman Jacobs wish that his
ashes end up in the sea.
So arrangements are that on Saturday February
21 at 2 pm, we all meet at the Valley Post
Office and then at 5 pm at the Friendly Inn to
plant a tree in memory of Norm.
For any enquiries please phone Sue Meade on
44 651 471 or Margaret Jacobs mobile 042 723
1933.
Till then may life be kind to you all.
Margaret Jacobs

was great

We had my 13 year old grandson Brandon Han,
a keen fisher lad, down in the Valley for the
holidays.
His father also loves fishing and on Friday
January 9 they took their gear on an all day
canoe trip up the river.
They were surprised by the wealth of life in the
river.
After catching and releasing many small bass,
Brandon caught this huge 16 1/2 inch specimen
weighing more than one kilogram.
The best fish he has ever caught.
Needless to say this was his best holiday eve.
We are lucky to have a large range of healthy
outdoor activities in the Valley making it an
ideal holiday destination for anyone.
George Cutt

spending was never going to work.
All it did was blow half the surplus which took
Tax cuts needed now
ten years to grow for no net gain.
When the US economy was in the doldrums a
Following the failure of the Government’s
few years ago it was made very clear that
pre Christmas stimulus package, I urge the
pouring cash into the community did not work
Government to bring forward plans for tax
and this has been borne out by the post
cuts.
These have to be immediate and radical – there Christmas results now coming out in Australia.
is no margin for pussyfooting around the issues. Gerry Harvey (CEO Harvey Norman) said it
was a waste of money as did the Australian
resorted to before Christmas to stimulate
Retailing Association. Gambling expenditure
spiked and that was about it.
What needs to be done, with some urgency, is to
May I help?
cut taxes and not only income tax. A good place
to start would be to cut the taxes on new home
sales. It’s been shown, time and time again, that
almost a third of expenditure on new homes
goes to the state government, either directly or
indirectly.
In NSW, we are already in a slump and have
been for a while but that doesn’t mean we have
bottomed out.
What both the Federal and State Labor
government’s need to do is to listen to the
As your Federal member, it is my role to
experts rather than impose their own brand of
facilitate and assist you and your family
voodoo economics on the community.
with any concerns you have, please ring me on
I will be visiting local businesses over the
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790
course of the next several months to gauge the
I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley
prospects for the local economy and to work
and am more than happy to call or visit
with business to help protect jobs.
you if you cannot get to my office.
It’s all about protecting jobs, not work choices
Joanna Gash MP
for those lucky enough to hold onto theirs.
The Editor

Federal Member for Gilmore

Joanna Gash. Member for Gilmore
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Valley youth
put in to
help out
On the evening of Friday the December
12, Kangaroo Valley pool came alive to
the sounds of Sonrier, Underwater Taxi,
hyperactive kids and over-protective
mothers.
It was another great FYRE event.
Although the weather wasn’t perfect, the pool
wasn’t quite as full with water by the end of the
night due to the many kids having a ball.
The massive tractor tyre, millions of balls and
the volleyball net (which kids had a tendency to
swing off!) were enough to keep the kids off my
back, saving me from having to negotiate
playing an organized game with them.

Yay!
Sonrier had the honors of being the first of the
two bands to play on the back of the well
decorated French polishing truck, and pleased
the growing Kangaroo Valley resident groupies.
They made a good introduction for the slightly
louder and harder Underwater Taxi.
The failure of some of the lights surrounding the
pool made for some intense head-banging.
Above: Alex and Joey Sonreir

For sale
Large
bench top oven

$80 ONO
Contact
Nanette on
02 44 652 784

The money raised is to be put towards the
Thanks go to both the
bands for participating in development of the BMX track on the North
side of Hampden Bridge.
this FYRE event once again.
Henri Rutherford
We raised more than $750 with the help of the
Above:The FYRE Poolside party
dedicated Lions members who were
was fun, fun, fun.
fundamental in making this a terrific event.

A.P.Sparke & Broad
(Established 1897)

Solicitors & Attorneys
OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT
ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
LEGAL MATTERS
Contact: Philip Broad
17 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688
Incorporating the practices of
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman
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As at January 13 I find that Doris is a resident
Country Womens Association We sang some carols and had a lovely lunch
Kangaroo Valley Branch during which there was a great deal of chatter as at Harbison Care facility.
some of us had not met recently.
There was news about grandchildren to be
spruiked as well as condolences for lost loved
partners and friends.
A really friendly occasion which everyone
enjoyed so…. here’s to next year friends!
Eileen Judge and I went to see Doris Blinman
as planned at the meeting and I’m glad to say
that Doris is now able to walk with the aid of a
zimmer frame and she can talk too.
I feel that someone will have to collect Doris
each month for our meetings in the coming year
as she wants to continue to attend.
I’m sure we can all work out something suitable
between us.
This will obviously depend on how her
recovery continues.

She has her own room and is more or less self
caring and hopes to return to live with her
family once again, when it is felt she will be
safe.
I hope that some members were able to attend
the Nowra Branch fund raiser for Breast Cancer
research held 20th January, at the rooms in Berry
Street.
I expect that our first meeting for 2009 will have
happened by the time this edition of the Voice is
circulated.
Betty Allen, who told us that she had never
In case not, remember ladies that we will again
even won an argument prior to this, won the
have a stall at the show and hope that it will be
hamper of goodies that we had all contributed
as profitable and as much fun as all those that
towards.
have happened in the past.
As last year all members brought a wrapped
Valley friends, we are raffling a quilt this year
gift suitable for a child and these were
and hope that all of you will buy a ticket or two
delivered to St Vincent de Paul society.
to help us with our fund raising.
The quilt will be on display at the show and
tickets will cost $2 each.
This year it is a cream quilt with twelve squares
Mature, intelligent woman seeks full or part time work in Office
embroidered by various members with cream
Administration, Reception, Computer or Retail work.
thread.
A new resident of Kangaroo Valley with a varied experience in business, As it is single bed size it would make a lovely
gift for any female friend or family member.
organised and capable of using initiative to problem solve.
We put a lot of love into it.
Till next time friends have fun and enjoy life
If you want a reliable and honest person who loves interacting with

The December meeting was held at the
Hall as usual and after the early
business meeting members prepared for
a Christmas party.
We welcomed visitors Jan Benn, Jess
Arends, Barbara Robertson, Joan Winch,
Eileen Hughes, Chris Short, Brian Care
and Brian Palmer to a very good lunch.

WORK WANTED

people I may be just who you are looking for.
Please call Gwynna 0448 877 479 to discuss any possibilities.

Win Palmer
CWA Publicity Kangaroo Valley Branch.
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Ron Bower’s community efforts recognised
Ron Bower’s efforts in a variety of
community activities since coming to
Kangaroo Valley have not gone unnoticed and he was recently nominated
by two local groups in the Australia Day
Council awards for the Shoalhaven.
He didn’t win (on this occasion) but his
nomination makes interesting reading.
For reasons of space we have omitted
Ron’s earlier achievements for his wider
community before he retired in 1997 and
came to live here.
Ron is marned with five children and 14
grandchildren and has been actively involved in
community activities most of his life.
He started teaching Sunday school, when 16
years of age, at a small Church in Boronia Park,
Sydney.
Since then he has been actively involved in
children’s, youth and church leadership
activities until the present day
Ron’s full time Job was with NSW TAFE where
he progressed through various positions from
teacher to Head, Senior Head teacher, Head of
Division, curriculum Development and finally
in a position of Quality Assurance.
He was instrumental in developing a specialist
Drafting Course, introducing Computer Aided
Drafting, Quality Assurance procedures for
curriculum development and projected managed
the building and implementation of an advanced
Ron and his wife Elaine moved to Kangaroo
Valley in 2002 for a quieter life, however he
soon recognised the need to commence a regular
boy’s group for 10 to 12 year olds
Earlier he was able to obtain the help of Richard
Preston, who was in his late teens, and the group
was started.
It met every Tüesday, was centred around
outdoor activities with a short devotion to help
the kids fmd direction for their lives.
He lead the group for four and a half years
years.
He also took on the role of Church Warden, lead
and often spoke at services held in The Church
of the Good Shepherd.
Ron occasionally helped out the Kangaroo
Valley Umting Church m the same capacity
He is chairman of the Kangaroo Valley
pathways Action Group, lobbymg the Local,
State and Commonwealth Governments to
obtain funds to construct a safe pathway along
the extremely busy and dangerous Moss Vale
Road.
Nearly five years ago he, and his small group,
saw the need for such a pathways to encourage
people of all ages to exercise and give a safe
avenue for children to walk or cycle to school,
pooi, sports ground and friend’s houses.
Ron also writes a monthly column, called
“News from the Pews”, for the Kangaroo
Valley Voice.
This involves writing the column for the
Anglican Church and obtaining an input from
the Catholic Church (and the Uniting
Church before it closed) and compiling it for
submission.
Ron is still a Warden at the Kangaroo Valley
Anglican Church of the Good Shepherd.

He continues to lead and speak at church
services Since being without a resident minister
in the Valley Ron is involved in assisting with
the general running of the Church and is
working with a small team searching for a new
minister.
He has also taken on the responsibility of
arranging people to lead and speak at the
services each Sunday.
This year Ron was elected Club Captain of the
Kangaroo Valley Golf Club and continues to
Chair the KV Pathways Action Group.

Outstanding Contribution
During 2008
Late last year the Pathways Action Group had
its first breakthrough with the Roads and Traffic
Authority giving $5,000 to Shoalhaven City
Council to draft a plan for a pathway from
Hampden Bridge to the, historical, Barrengarry
Store.
Flowing from this Shoalhaven City Council
offered to give $10,000 towards construction of
the pathway providing it was built by
volunteers.
The Action Group discussed the proposal and
Ron offered to project manage the construction.
They were fortunate to obtain the services of
Dave Selby, who generously offered to prepare
the earthworks free of charge.
The next task was to recruit volunteers who
were willing to give time and energy to the hard
manual’ work of concreting. The jobs includes;
setting, up formwork, placing and screeding
roadbase, helping with the concrete pours and
finishing and backfihling soil along the finished
pathway.
The construction of the ‘Pathway’ commenced
in late May was completed by December.
Since the Project started, every week, Ron
organised the work teams for each day and
taken on all the responsibilities relating to

working with and leading each group.
He calculated and ordered the quantities of
concrete for each pour and purchased the
expansion joints, reinforcement etc. as
required, cut them to size and placed them in
position.
Since the project commenced the Shoalhaven
City Council increased their funding to
$30,000.
The Kangaroo valley Community, seeing the
importance of having a safe pathway along
Moss Vale Road, have contributed about
$20,000 in cash to ensure that the Pathway will
reach Barrengarry Store.
In all Ron spends around 20 hours a week on
site and another five hours per week in
preparation and organisational tasks.
The pathway is approximately 1.5 kilometres
in length and was completed in around 6
months.
All by volunteer labour. A job well done.

Kangaroo Valley
Supermarket
4465 1512
Hello and welcome to the Valley!
We have the one-stop-shop for all your
everyday and weekend needs
Groceries, Specialty breads, Delicatessen,
Eco friendly, Organic products, Frozen foods
Fresh fruit and vegetables, DVD hire
Chemist lines, Video hire
Newspapers, Magazines
In the centre of the village next to the hotel.

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
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Community Corner

local resident, this year Alan Wilcox.
Our next fundraising activity will be Kangaroo
Valley Show on 13 and 14 February.
Kangaroo Valley Lions Club always
Apart from catering for the hungry, with profits
store to raise the funds to buy a Pulse
welcomes suggestions from other
being divided between the A & H Association
Oximeter Machine for the Hornsby Kuring
and Lions’ community projects, we will again
-gai Hospital’s neonatal ward.
community groups for fundraising
be selling tickets, outside the Lions’ kiosk, in
Springvale (Vic) Lions, a club with only 9
projects.
members, raised $12,000 to construct a
The FYRE Pool Party in December was a the mega Car Raffle.
The
prize
is
a
Holden
Astra,
tickets
are
only
$1
fully enclosed garden classroom to teach
great success, despite unseasonally cool
each, and proceeds will benefit Lions’ Eye and
basic gardening to students in a local
weather, and raised $720 for the BMX
Health Care Foundation.
school in a low socio-economic area.
project.
And some recent achievements of other Lions
Those are the sorts of things which Lions do.
More cool weather, on Christmas Eve,
So please continue to support us.
prevented our exceeding last year’s record with Lions Clubs International Foundation has
Better still, join us!
Lions’ Christmas Raffle.
pledged US$12 million to Habitat for
Tony Barnett
Nevertheless, we raised some $760 for
Humanity to build houses for individuals
community projects, which was a great result
and families living with physical and
in the circumstances.
mental disabilities. Since 2000, the
The trailer full of goodies was again won by a
partnership has built 1000 houses.

Leonine News

VIEW Club change of date

In one month alone, the SightFirst Advisory
Committee has approved 19 grants
totalling over US$4.75 million.
Lions
in Richmond (NSW) and Frankfurt have
Think
supported a 16-year-old boy in obtaining
globally
cancer treatment available only in
Transact
Germany.
locally
Essendon
Lions have launched an Apprentice of
Bendigo
the Year program to encourage and
Bank
recognise young people in their area.
CBA
Trinity Beach (Qld) Lions recruited young local
NAB
actors to stage a play to raise funds for an
oncology unit for Cairns Hospital.
St George
Lugarno (NSW) Lions’ latest annual Spring
IMB
Festival attracted 30,000 people and raised
Illawarra
about $33,000 for various charities.
C.U.
Carlingford-Dundas (NSW) Lions raised almost
$28,000 to enable a group of kids aged 7 to
Teachers
13 with Acquired Brain Injury to attend the
C.U.
latest annual Camp Lionheart.
Police C.U.
West Lakes-Seaton (SA) Lions raised more
Visa Cr
than $20,000 to buy an autorefractor/
keratometer and two pachymeters for the
Mastercard
Cr
Queen Elizabeth Hospital’s
Ophthalmology Department.
+ 70 more
Leos (young Lions) fom Hornsby (NSW)
financial
staged a fashion show at the local Myer
institutions

Kangaroo Valley Post Office

KANGAROO VALLEY EARTHMOVING
(ALSO TRADING AS KANGAROO VALLEY BOBCAT & TIPPER HIRE)
ABN 24 427 N930 266

NEW WOMBAT BOBCAT. 5 TONNE IHI EXCAVATOR
VOLVO TIP TRUCK, ROAD GRADER. ROLLER
THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS COME also available, augers, trencher, rockbreaker, different sized buckets
Excavations, drainage, landscaping, small and narrow roads,
(we have the ideal grader for these roads, dam cleanin.

WE CAN CART roadbase, sand, soil,
mulch, blue metal etc (13 tonne)

Owner operators

GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON
44 651 172 or mobiles 0408 534 019 or 0407 786 512

A Happy New Year to all our members.
Our first meeting of the year will be the
AGM on February 20.
Please note that because of the Show this is the
third Friday of the month, not the usual second
Friday.
Because of the AGM there won’t be a Guest
Speaker, but we do urge all members to attend.
We look forward to an enjoyable and interesting
year ahead.
Please remember to call Betty Allan if you are
unable to be present.
Jenelle Brangwin
Publicity Officer

For sale
Yardman
22 HP Ride on mower
$1900
Daihatsu
Feroza 4 x4
$5000
Businessforsale
(bynegotiation)

ALSO NOW SUPPLYING
BUSHROCK from hand
held sizes, to display sizes
or for a large rock wall, or
the small rock wall, maybe
even rocking around your
dam edge.
Give us a call, this is
OUR SPECIALITY.

Propertym aintenance/
managem ent,
wellestablished
formore than 10 years
For more information
Please call

02 4465 2925
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$30,000 windfall for Pathway project
The question we are now faced with how do we
proceed from here?
I have already been in contact with SCC staff to
ensure that a construction plan is drafted as
soon as possible to be submitted to the RTA for
their approval.
Work cannot be commenced until their
approval is given as it will be built on the Moss
Vale Road reserve, which is their responsibility.
I have already met, on site, with a SCC staff
member to walk the length of the proposed
pathway in order to get the job moving.
As you would all be aware the existing
extension of the pathway from Hampden Bridge On Thursday 19 February we will be holding
to Barrengarry Store, which began in May 2008, a short meeting, at the Ambulance Station
commencing at 7 pm of all interested persons
thanks to the generosity of more than 100
to discuss the way forward.
community members who through time and
Things to be discussed will be;
hard work and or financial assistance was
completed the week before Christmas.

The day after hearing the news that the
Federal Government had given more
than a million dollars to Shoalhaven City
Council for infrastructure constructions,
we had a submission in the mail seeking
a grant to enable construction of a
pathway to Nugents Creek.
Thanks to the great support from Gareth
Ward and Mayor Paul Green we were
awarded a grant of $30,000.

Council allocation a recognition of local efforts
SHOALHAVEN City Council will make
the largest single contribution yet to the
Kangaroo Valley Pathways Action
Group program
Council will invest an extra $30,000 into
the Kangaroo Valley Pathways Action
Group proposal.
This comes on top of previous funds invested
by Council and dwarfs the contribution of
$6,000 by the NSW Government to date.
The latest grant was made possible as part of
the distribution of monies from the Federal
Government Infrastructure Grants to Local
Government last month.
Deputy Mayor Gareth Ward in welcoming the
allocation said,“Kangaroo Valley is one of the
most beautiful tourist destinations in the
Shoalhaven. The footpaths constructed by the
Kangaroo Valley Footpath Action Group are
not only important for promoting this beautiful
village to tourists, footpaths are an essential
part of community infrastructure.
“Council is committed to promoting healthier
villages and encouraging people to exercise.
This funding will not only assist the Kangaroo
Valley Pathways Action Group to expand and
extend the network of local footpaths, this
funding also plays an important part in the
provision of community infrastructure for
exercise in the outdoors.

Action Group’s plan.
I will also continue to work to ensure that
Kangaroo Valley receives its fair share of
Council revenue,” Clr Ward concluded.

Should the pathway be constructed by
volunteers again or by paid labour?
(Paid labour should get us to the end
of the Caravan Park.
If built by volunteers, who will be the
project manager?
Who are willing to provide the labour
and how many hours are they
willing to give?
Does the KVPW action Group need to
continue?
If yes who, are willing to work on the
committee. The eventual funding
came as a result of continual
lobbying of all levels of government
and other funding sources by a
small group of very dedicated
people.
If you are unable to attend but would like to
give us your offer of help and/or opinion on
the way forward then contact me, Ron Bower
on 4465 2041, Bryan Barger at the Post Office
or Margo Dryden 4465 1503
Ron Bower, Chairman KVPAG and 2008
Pathway’s Project Manager.
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Preschool News
The new team for 2009
Pre School is beginning 2009 with some
new faces.
We welcome new staff members Sarah
Young and Meredith Longfield.
Marianne will be at pre school on Mondays,
Sarah on Tuesdays and Wednesdays and
Meredith on Thursdays and Fridays.
Jacinta will be at pre school every day.
Kate will relieve Jacinta in the classroom one
day per week to give her an office day.
Tracey will continue in her role of Office
Administrator. Sarah and Meredith have many

years of
experience
as teachers
of young
children
and will be
valuable
members
of our pre
school
team.

Pre School staff for 2009.
Back Row: Tracey Styles, Sarah Young, Marianne Parry, Jacinta Perry.
Front Row: Meredith Longfield and Kate Parry – Ewing.

Playground
working bee

The working bee team Nigel, Sarah and Pat
taking a well earned
break while Ian deftly
wields a paintbrush.

The playground had a
spruce up on the long
weekend. Nigel Anderson,
Sarah Young, Pat Powell,
Ian Szymoniczek and
Jacinta Perry cleaned out
the sand pit and added
new sand, constructed a
new sand pit cover,
cleared the sticks and
leaves from the
playground and from
under the building, tidied
the gardens, cut the grass
and painted the pergola.
Thanks to you all.

It was a small team but very effective!
Thanks for giving your valuable time to make
the pre school safer and more attractive.

The playground and pre school are
ready for action as we welcome our
children to pre school in 2009!

Pre School enrolments
There are still places available each day in
term one for children at pre school.
Mondays and Wednesdays are the busiest days
at present, with only a few places still available.
If your child is aged between two and five years
old and would like to play and learn at pre
school, please come in and visit us.

Valley artists Sydney
have exhibition success

Paintings by Sally D’Ovelle and Myriam KinYee, which celebrated the beauty of their
Kangaroo Valley environment, the fruits of
the orchard and the delights of the garden,
were shown at the Palm House Art
Exhibitions, Royal Botanic Gardens, Sydney,
in December were popular with buyers.
Belinda Webster (right) opened the exhibition
for Miriam (left) and Sally (centre).
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audio tape of Patricia Wrightson’s children’s
book, “The Nargun and the Stars,” when we
were driving through the countryside at night.
Summer is here and the soft pastels of
In the pitch black of a bush night the words
spring have changed to the hot, vibrant “and the Nargun moved!” would cause screams
colours of this holiday season.
of delighted terror from the backseat. In the
From where I am sitting on our patio I can see book, the Nargun, which had been sleeping
the strong scarlet bells of the Illawarra flame
peacefully in the Australian bush since the time
trees, bursting with showiness and exuberance, of the Dreaming, was slowly on the move,
behind which the purple jacaranda looks
enraged by the unnatural noise of bulldozers
positively mellow and the NSW Christmas bush and other destructive machinery. It sent a
in front pales into flimsiness.
message of terror to the other spirits and to
But there they are all together, thrown into a
those humans aware of its power. Only when
competitive confusion of riotous colour.
the forces that sought to destroy Nature were
Over there I can see the berries on the native
removed did it settle back to its own dreaming.
tamarind, orange bunches festooning the olive
I think it has now found the peace and quiet it
foliage, a natural Christmas tree lit by the
craves, and is sitting calmly not three metres
flashes of parrots, cat birds and bower birds.
from me. In a place of such beauty it can afford
Even the greens of the rainforest are rich and
to smile benignly.
sparkling, a lushness composed of a dozen
The colours of the bush are mirrored in the
different shades of green.
garden in the hot reds and yellows and orange
However if I turn around I am confronted with of cosmos, lilies of all varieties, the fuchsias,
the most enticing summer scene of all in our
daisies and kangaroo paws. The agapanthus
garden. The morning sun is dappling the face of wave their glossy blue heads in defiance of the
the large rock that marks the division between
summer heat and the orange poppies that are
our courtyard and the rainforest. It is ringed by still blooming prolifically and proudly during
stands of sassafras trees, from the branches of
the day close their heads in the evening, as if to
which thick vines spiral down around it, but not gain respite from their earlier effort. For
over it. The shadows of tree ferns and tall reeds summer is a harsh time, like its opposite pole,
flit across its face, for it has a face, this rock,
the winter. The freshness of spring and the
and a presence. In winter it broods in the
mellowness of autumn, one an invigorating
perpetual twilight, but in summer it comes alive. restorer to life and the other a gentle slowing of
It is our Nargun. The Nargun is a spirit from
the senses, allow us to enjoy these two extremes
Aboriginal mythology, an indestructible rock of for their own intrinsic beauty.
such power it can destroy anything in its path.
Because it is the harshness of the summer light
For when annoyed the rock can move. When
that helps provide the beauty, the colours so
our children were young we used to listen to an vivid and deep, the sunlight, capering on the

Summer is here

Page 11
surface of the river,
so alive that Toffer
can’t understand why
he can’t catch it. The
crowds flock to the
undeniable
magnetism of Flat
Rock, but there are
other, more secluded
spots along the river,
where you can lie in
a cool pool, let the
water and the
shadows play over
you so that you
forget the ferocity of
by Jenelle Brangwin
the summer day that
is waiting beyond the rocks and casuarinas.
And most often in the evenings the cool breeze
wafts in and you can sit out in the now
pleasantly enveloping warmth and enjoy the
slowly played out end of another summer’s
day, listening to the gathering chorus of the
night; although for some reason, this year that
chorus has been far more muted than it often
is, the insects not as loud, the frogs not as
persistent, the drilling of the cicadas virtually
non-existent.
No season is perfect. With summer we need to
tread more carefully, conscious of the presence
of snakes and ticks and leeches, sensitive to the
smell of smoke. The rising thermometer can
push us to feelings of feverish frustration. But
it can also be the most relaxing of seasons,
particularly for those who have time to stretch
out in the shade or on the beach or in the river,
look up at a seamless sky devoid of any

Reflections
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Intrepid traveller’s tales—part 2
Volgograd was the site of one of the greatest
battles of World War II and has a very large
memorial incorporating an eternal flame, the
approaches to which, including a 56 metre high
statue of Mother Russia on a man made hilltop,
were flanked by sculptures accompanied by
A three station ride on the Moscow
music and a memorial pool.
Metro was a treat as the stations are
War memorials in Russia are an important part
of life as one would often see small children
beautifully decorated with paintings
placing flowers at such sites and it would seem
and sculpture (imagine the graffiti in
that the memory is to be kept alive.
our country) and as one only has a
That evening we cross into Kazakhstan and the
minute or so between trains we had to
following day is spent crossing the Kazakh
be pretty nimble hopping on and off.
Desert where we see Dromedary (one hump)
Then to our very own train which was to and Bactrian (two humps) camels, horses,
be “home” for the following 12 days and cattle, sheep and salt pans, oil pumps and many
the beginning of a 10,000 kilometre
trains carrying oil.
journey to Beijing.
The next day we are in Uzbekistan (passport
Our first stop Volgograd (formerly Stalingrad), control is all handled by our tour leader) the
24 hours on, passing flat paddocks of harvested countryside looking even more arid although
wheat shaded from the railway by Birch, Oak some hills are in evidence.
and Maple trees which were already colouring At midday we arrive at Urgench, the nearest
and poor looking villages, no sign of stock,
railway stop to Khiva, where we lunch at the
just cabbages!
Khan’s country palace before travelling 30

Continuing their
journey with Angus
and Hope Kennedy

Registan Square in Samarkand.
kilometres to Khiva which from 16th to 19th
centuries was the capital of the Khanate of
Khiva, annexed by Russia in 1873.
The old walled city has a population of 2,000
currently and contains the Khan’s palace, many
historic mosques and madressehs covered in the
most splendid mosaics.
Also here is the unique Juma Mosque, its entire
area covered with a wooden beam ceiling
supported by 212 wooden columns, carved with
no two patterns the same.
(Continued on page 27)

Public Notice
The Department of Environment and Climate Change (that now includes the National Parks and Wildlife
Service) conducts 1080 fox baiting in the Illaroo, Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas for the protection of
threatened Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies. Fox baiting is conducted on NPWS estate as well as vacant
Crown land, Sydney Catchment Authority land and a number of private properties. These baiting
programs have recently been reviewed following the gazettal in October 2008 of the new Pesticide
Control (1080 Liquid Concentrate and Bait Products) Order 2008.
Local landholders need to be aware that this new Order allows for the use of 1080 baits on consenting
properties in locations as close as 150m from neighbouring dwellings. The previous Order had only
allowed for baiting as close as 500m from a neighbouring dwelling. This is a major reduction in the
distance restrictions under the Order and will require landholders to be more vigilant in ensuring their
dogs are contained on their properties. From 2nd February 2009, additional bait stations will be
operational on consenting properties in the Illaroo, Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas, in accordance
with these reduced distance restrictions, to provide additional protection to our local rock-wallaby
colonies.
A second change to the Pesticide Control Order is that where 1080 fox baiting programs are continuous
and ongoing, public notification of baiting dates is only required every 6 months. This applies to the
NPWS program on private and public lands in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas, Therefore, these
baiting sessions are now going to be conducted in the first full week of each month. Notification of
these dates will be sent out twice a year to any landholder within 1 kilometre of any of these bait stations.
The Illaroo baiting program is conducted for 2 weeks every second month and is not considered
continuous. The relevant landholders will continue to be advised prior to each baiting session.
Prior to our implementation of the above changes to the NPWS fox baiting programs in the Illaroo,
Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas, a notice of these changes will be sent out to all landholders within 1
kilometre of any of our bait stations. A full copy of the Pesticide Control (1080 Liquid Concentrate and
Bait Products) Order 2008 can be viewed at: www.environment.nsw.gov.au/pesticides/pco.htm.
Under this Pesticide Control Order it is still a requirement that the dates of each fox baiting session be
recorded on 1080 poisoning notices on each of the properties on which fox baiting is conducted. These
notices can be checked to confirm whether fox baiting is being conducted on particular properties in the
area.
All dog owners need to be aware that dogs may consume a bait if allowed access to a bait station and are
highly susceptible to 1080 poison. There is no known antidote for 1080 poisoning. If you suspect your pet
has consumed a 1080 bait, contact a veterinary surgeon immediately.
For any further information please contact Melinda Norton or Alison Prentice at the DECC Highlands
Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244.
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Kangaroo Tales
By Joan Bray

and over a period of years enough funds were
raised to build the present day well appointed
Jess Arends, a Life member has only recently
building.
stepped down from executive duties.
Before the Club house was built, the greens
Membership steadily rose and was the highest
were established and lovingly tended by Alf
Napier, who benefited from the expert advice of during the years of the construction of Tallowa
other greenkeepers in the district, Harold Hine Dam and Bendeela Pondage.
After a fire in 1933, it was re-developed by
There were two contractors and both
and Alan Davis.
Archie Freeburn, the proprietor, named the
established camps for their workers.
Labour was voluntary and tennis court rollers
‘New Commercial’ and became the ‘Friendly
Leightons was along Tallowa Dam Road and
used to level the ground prior to the grass
Inn’ when Bill Stewart bought it.
Citra on Bendeela Road.
planting
The Bowling Club was designed by Jack
Some men brought their families and the
The new greens were opened in June 1970.
village and school benefited from the influx of
When the President or the
people.
Royal NSW Bowling
Association officially opened As a venue for social gatherings and
the spacious new Club House entertainment, the Club was very popular and
on September 4th 1971, there there was great enthusiasm for the weekend
bands.
was collective pride in the
Country western, rock and roll and the latest
Village for the men and
popular music ‘hits’ were well represented
women who had worked
tirelessly and given so much with the lively music.
voluntary labour to ensure the On most occasions the final number was
‘Running Bear’, older residents will remember
dream became a reality.
that one!
Some familiar names rank
among the dedicated bowlers Many social functions were held at the Club
and as there was no resident chef, ladies from
and sixty four foundation
APEX and the Women’s Bowling Club did the
members: Alf Tyler, Vic
catering.
An “all in” start on the new greens before the clubhouse was built Merchant, Ray Keogh, Neil
The years passed and new Committees carried
Boomer, Kelvin Fleming,
on the organization of the Club.
James Mc Gee, Bill Lawson, Jack Farrington,
Farrington and officially opened in 1971.
There have been some ups and downs in the
Harry Sawkins, Harold Sharman, Phillip
The ‘Club’ as it is affectionately called, was
Chittick, Jack Swanson, Franz Mairinger, Keith last thirty seven years but through it all the
formed in 1969, with sixty four members, some
residents of the Valley have been determined
Sharman, Norm Luscombe, Gib Lidbetter and
of whom still live in the Valley.
to ensure that ‘their club’, would remain part of
Brian Arends.
Following a special public meeting to
the sporting and social life of the Village.
The new facilities increased interest in the
investigate the feasibility of forming a Bowling
Today, under the control of the Nowra
game.
Club, the enthusiasts set about gaining support
Bowling Club, the membership is healthy,
The Ladies Bowling Club was formed and
for the idea.
activities are varied and well attended and the
affiliated with the NSW Bowling Association
There were some doubters and the result of a
facilities enjoyed by tourists and locals.
so regular tournaments for both men and
vote at the next meeting was a ‘dead heat’.
women could be enjoyed in the Valley.
However the Chairman’s vote tipped the odds
(Continued on page 14)
and the project was underway.
The first President was Harry Sawkins, a Valley
dairy farmer who became Shire President and
ELLEISHA’S Cleaning Services
later Mayor of Shoalhaven, Ray Keogh was
“Time is money & we will save you both”
elected Secretary and the Treasurer was John
Swanson.
The original ‘club house’ was a small tin shed
Cleaning
with facilities for refreshments.
It was pleasing to see how the community
Servicing Kangaroo Valley
rallied to the project of improving this situation

There are two iconic establishments in
Kangaroo Valley, the Friendly Inn and
the Bowling Club.
The former, originally the ‘Commercial
Hotel’, was designed by Cyril Blackett and
built by Mr Wiley in 1891.

4464 2688
KIM: 0425 809 797 ~ LISA 0430 484 776
Specialising in all areas
Domestic
Commercial
Holiday Rentals
End of Lease
Builders / Renovation Cleans
Servicing Helensburgh to Nowra
References available
Fully Insured
Free quotes available
Elleishascleaning2@bigpond.com
PO Box 52 Gerringong NSW 2534
74 Borrowdale Close Berry
Fax: 4464 2699
The original “clubhouse”
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Kangaroo Tales
By Joan Bray
(Continued from page 13)

The Club is to be congratulated for maintaining
and continually improving its appeal to
families, the friendliness and courtesy of all
staff, offering employment to local people and
for honouring the vision of those 1969
stalwarts.
Thank you to Franz and Larraine Mairinger,
Norm Luscombe, Harold Sharman, Bill
Lawson and Jessie Arends for their assistance
with this history of ‘our club’.
Founding stalwarts at the opening of the “new” clubhouse from left:
Lawn Bowls has been played in many
Alf Tyler, Harry Sawkins, Jack Farrington and Ray Keogh
countries for several centuries and attracted
dedicated sportsmen and women.
Sir Francis Drake is remembered for his daring It was a warm summer day when the coast
red alert, but that famous knight was enjoying
exploits against the naval might of Spain and
guard reported ‘Castile’s black fleet’ heading
the balmy weather and a game of Bowls.
the defeat of the Armada in 1588.
across the Channel, the coastal Ports were on
He was a keen sportsman and calmly finished
the game, then finished off the Spaniards!
This story has such credence in England that
Mansfield Bowling Club, in Nottingham,
included Sir Francis in the pageantry of their
300th anniversary in 2001.
Midge Hebbes’ brother –in –law, Bob Benn, a
member of that Club sent her a newspaper
article reporting the celebrations and past
history.
The green, situated behind the ‘Bowl in Hand
’pub, dates from 1723 and is the third oldest in
the country.
Members travelling to other towns did so by
pony and trap and sometimes did not return until
the following day.
There are two traditions that are still performed:
‘informal games are started by throwing a
penknife to the jack and the closest four players
play together, irrespective of experience’.
Most gentlemen would have carried a small
knife to sharpen their quills.
The greens and balls were smaller then than
today and the rules have been updated but the
game remains a pleasure and a challenge for
thousands of dedicated sportsmen and women.
The first recorded match in Australia was at
The opening bowl on opening day
Sandy Bay, Hobart in January 1845 and a club
formed the following year.
Members included officers from the 96th
Regiment and leading citizens of Hobart.
Bowling greens were completed in NSW in
1845 and in 1889 the Royal NSW Bowling
Association was formed.
Interstate and overseas carnivals are now regular
events on the sporting calendar and the
televising of games has helped to increase the
popularity of the sport.

Wanted
2nd HAND
ROOFING IRON
if you have any
you would like to sell,

please call Richard on

0448 877 479
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Love in the vineyard—a night of magical musical memories
The fourth annual (?) Yarrawa Estate
concert is scheduled for Saturday
February 7 in the magical setting of the
Yarrawa Estate vineyard.
The Voice was able to catch the thoughts of
orchestra leader Rachel Scott on the eve of the
sold out concert.
“This concert is very special to me - it is my
favourite concert of the year.
Each year, I get to bring friends down to one of
the most beautiful places in the world, and play
to a wonderfully warm audience.
I also get to program music by two dear friends
- Martin and Peter Wesley-Smith.
What more can a girl ask for?
This year, I am playing with three wonderful
musicians - Nicole Thomson, soprano, Jenny
Duck-Chong, mezzo-soprano, and Yevi
Varbedian on keyboard.
(Also, for the first time, we are joined by The
Thirsty Night Singers.)

little something for everyone (and if you don't
like something, it'll be over soon, and I'm sure
the next piece will be more to your taste!).
We will take you from Baroque masterpieces,
to Lou Reed and Monty Python - with many
stops along the way.
Also, by request, there is Martin's sublime
Uluru Song - a piece incredibly close to my
heart.

Rachel Scott—cellist

Jenny Duck-Chong—mezzo-soprano

I hope to see you there - for a night of beautiful
views, excellent music, laughter and fine
wine!”

Dr Bob in the Valley
Dr Bob Sims MB, BS
Travel Medicine Specialist and Family Physician
Shop 3, The Strand, 162 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley 2577

Nicole Thomson—soprano
I titled the concert Love in the Vineyards
because nearly all the pieces have a link, in
some way to love.
Love of someone, love of a pet, love of a child,
love of attention ...
The progamme is incredibly varied - there is a

NEW SURGERY HOURS:
Monday to Wednesday 9-30am – 12-30pm: 1-30 pm –4-30 pm
Closed Thursdays; Friday 10 am-3 pm
By appointment
Tel: 4465 1966

(FRQRPLFDOLQVWDQWFRQWLQXRXVVXSSO\/3*ZDWHUKHDWHUV6DYHXSWRRQ
UXQQLQJFRVWVGXHWR%RVFKJUHHQWHFKQRORJ\1RSLORWOLJKW1RHOHFWULFDOFRQQHFWLRQ
1REDWWHULHV,JQLWHVE\LW ಬ V RZQZDWHUIORZ*HUPDQWHFKQRORJ\$XVVLHEXLOW
3KRQH3DXOIRUGHWDLOV
Yevkin Varbedian—keyboard

4465 1496

Paul Marcus L2744 Licensed Plumber, Drainer, Gasfitter, LPG Gasfitter....est. 1974
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I hope I live to see the day when a blackfellah
from my own land becomes our Prime Minister
But today I didn’t mind. Theirs was a happy,
by Sean Scarisbrick
(or even our President). I didn’t know a lot of
exuberant pride today, and it was good to see it
aboriginal kids growing up, and living over here
Inauguration Day. on their faces. Yes they were boisterous, and
in the US I’ve lost contact with those I did, but
January 20, 2009. yes, some of them are in the ‘most likely to get
as an adult having seen some more of the world,
into a fight with a teacher’ category, but oh it
I have a better feel for most things than I did
I don’t know if I
felt good to see them filled, if but for one
back then. I don’t know, of course, but I can
have much to add moment, by pure radiant joy.
work a vein of openness; the beginnings of
to the whole
understanding.
So,
even
though
I
have
some
reservations
about
“whooptidy-doothe new President himself from a philosophical
dah – America’s
So again I think of the kids I went to school
point of view, (to be fair, I wasn’t a great fan of
with, and my dream that one day their own kids
got a new
the other guy, either), I celebrated today with –
can sit in the auditorium in Bomaderry,
president” thing
and for – those kids as together we observed up
boisterous as all get up, and cheer like bloody
that’s been
there on the screen the symbolic power of that
loons when one of their own takes the oath of
clogging up the
man taking the oath of office. In and of itself,
office, or whatever ceremonially trappings we’ll
airtime.
taking the oath solves nothing. It won’t bring
have in place to take on the big job.
back some of their dads, and most of those kids
I think of the words our Prime Minister spoke a
dancing in their seats won’t be dancing when
But I feel compelled to write about it
year ago from the Parliament Building down in
they’re bussed back to their neighbourhoods
because I’m over here knee deep in
Canberra, when he spoke of:
‘whooptidy’. It would be more than a little this afternoon after school.

My homing thoughts

These kids don’t do ‘natural reserve’.

irregular for me to write nothing at all on But something special happened for their
the matter. And so, two cents worth of
people today. Somewhere, somehow, I need to
believe that the images we saw and the words
personal reflections:
we heard have will give some of them a better
hope; that it may soften some hearts; that it will
Hope and Change and Yes We Can! are pretty change some lives. That they’ll break free of
what the outgoing President called “the soft
buzz words that feel inspiring when
bigotry of lowered expectations”.
emblazoned under the posed image of an
I am reminded of a feeling I had in ‘92 when
attractive young candidate standing firm in
faux-socialist relief, but they don’t mean a whit Mandawuy Yunupingu was named ‘Australian
of the Year’. It felt important and it felt good,
unless they’re backed up by something more
even though I lacked the education and
substantial.
historical awareness to have any great inkling
Hope for what?
why it was that good. But I knew it was, and in
my own reserved manner I celebrated.
Change what?
I think America is celebrating today.
What can I say? The substance of the new
President’s campaign didn’t impress me much.
A bit light on the old tangibles. Too many big
sounding words, too many platitudes, and not
enough real hard concrete specifics. But it was
enough to get the man the job and, to rap off an
old hymn, ‘He’s got the whole world, in his
Ever wonder about the challenges
hands…’
that confront those among us who
Merde! – I’m glad the campaign is over.

Life’s ups
and downs

Speaking of which, he had my students in the
palm of his hands earlier today. We watched
the ceremony in the school’s auditorium, many
teachers taking up the administration’s offer to
let their classes watch the swearing-in
ceremony live.
As I watched the screen I wasn’t thinking
about abstract concepts such as hope and
change. I was thinking about race. Race down
and dirty.

clearly have jobs with an ever
present danger.
Possibly not but the recent decision
of the management group of The
Church of the Good Shepherd to
remove two trees from the grounds
(a Camphor Laurel and a fir)
required the services of Valley
arborist Paul Obern.

It was a joy to watch the efficient skills
and acrobatics, displayed by Paul as he
methodically and carefully removed
sections of the trees in a well planned
strategy, with priority given to his own
safety and the protection of the Curch
Today I liked it.
and a neighbouring property.
This was not in any way a reckless or
I wish you could have seen the black / African
redneck approach to the job, but an
American kids at school today. It’s been a long
exceptional effort by a master
journey for this rural Aussie white boy to a
craftsman.
suburban classroom in Western New York,
Our photo shows Paul attached to the
with its complement of urban black kids. Trust
trunk of the Camphor Laurel by ropes,
me. Our cultures can be very different, and
wearing heavily studded boots which
sometimes the bravado of these kids grates on
are essential tools of his trade.
me. Especially me, because Dad’s a Pom by
The chainsaw hangs from his belt, the
birth, and deep within our shared gene pool
hard hat is on and the ear muffs are easy
simmers a natural reserve.
to hand; Paul is ready for action.
Race as an issue is not about to gently into that
good night. It is here with which to grapple and
to kiss; to bite and to snarl at; to love and to
hate; to like and to dislike; to be, or not to be.

A future where we harness the
determination of all Australians,
Indigenous and non-Indigenous,
to close the gap that lies between
us in life expectancy,
educational achievement and
economic opportunity.
The words work in both countries. Australia and
race; race and America. We were buggered from
the start, the lot of us. But I think we’re trying.
What else can we do? We’ve gotta try. It gives a
man something to hope on.
The Kookaburra
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Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from our
Kangaroo Valley
churches
Compiled by Ron Bower

make it happen and it is great to see so many
from other denominations working as one in
presenting the true meaning of Christmas, the
birth of Jesus the saviour for all mankind.
Now that school has resumed we will again be
conducting two services each Sunday
8:30 am - Traditional;
10 am – Contemporary.

Anglican Church Church of the Good Shepherd

From the Community at St Joseph’s

We are still seeking a Minister to take up
the vacancy in our church and it is
proving to be taking much longer than
we expected.
Despite this we have been privileged and
blessed with the services of David
Mansfield who lead and preached at the
Christmas and January services.

Christmas was a joyous and prayerful
celebration.
Visitors joined us from near and far.

His pastoral heart and preaching gift has both
challenged and encouraged us during his time
with us.
During January he spoke on the well known
passage of John chapter 14 highlighting that
Jesus tells us that He, Jesus, is the way to God,
is preparing a place for us in heaven and is with
us now, helping us through the good and bad
times.
All we have to do is seek His forgiveness and
follow His teachings.
The Carols night, on Sunday 21 December, was
well attended.
It commenced with a sausage sizzle and was
followed by the robust community singing of
many of the well know carols led by the choir
and musicians.
Our Rector, Neil Percival gave a short talk
aimed at the children but applicable to us all.
Thank you to all those who worked so hard to

KANGAROO VALLEY
VET CLINIC

The choir, organist and instrumentalists were
excellent; the angels, shepherds and the little
drummer boy looked the part and were well
behaved; the tiny babe who represented the
infant Jesus was a little bundle of innocence;
the decorations were magnificent, the
servers and readers competent and even the
preacher was passable.
Many thanks to all who participated.
The supper afterward under coloured lights
was refreshing.
We thank Kelvin for the outside spotlight that
illumined the stained glass.
This was the first Christmas for the new
window of St Ronan of Brittany.
It was designed by Mrs Ellen Harris and
donated by Mrs Betty Wixon.
We are hoping that our St Jude window will be
in place by Easter.
We thank and congratulate the community at
Good Shepherd for an inspiring Carols by
Candlelight prior to Christmas.
We have had many visitors Sunday and
weekday during the holiday season
from various parts of Australia and abroad.

The strand shopping arcade
162 Moss Vale Rd
(near Jack’s café)
Dr Geoff Manning BVSc
Dr Anthony Bennett BVSc
Hons
New hours
Tues, Wed, Thurs:
2-4 pm
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We thank them for joining us
in prayer.
The Chaplain of the Bankstown Hospital, Fr
Ed Kenny, spent two Sundays with us and on
the days in between camped in a tent at
Bendeela.
Somehow he survived the stifling heat.
On the second Sunday he preached in fine
style.
Another visitor was Fr Anthony Percy the new
rector of the Archdiocesan Seminary of the
Good Shepherd at Homebush.
He stayed in a caravan in the church grounds
and took to the pulpit at daily Mass - a
welcome relief for those present from their
regular preacher.
Present each day were 30 students and their
teachers from Wollemi College near Penrith.
They too were camping at Bendeela.
We offered Requiem Mass recently for Mrs
Giselle Fox-Little to surround her final journey
home to God with our prayer.
We ask God's comfort for her family and
friends who mourn her passing.
For all who live in or visit Kangaroo Valley,
and for all who read this journal, we pray
abundant blessings for this new year 2009.

Wingecaribee
WIRES
Rescue number

4862 1788
Free!
Hills Science Diet Food
Kangaroo Valley Vet clinic

(p) 4464-1899
www.berryvet.com.au
email: geoff@shoal.net.au
“Here for your best friend”

Over 30 years experience in Kangaroo Valley
Ethical, affordable pricing.
House-calls available after clinic hours.
Experienced wildlife vets
Consultation by appointment

“Here for your best friend”

Hills Science Diet Feline
400gm or Hills Science Diet
Canine 1kg. Redeemable
with your next appointment.
The strand shopping arcade
162 Moss Vale Rd
(p) 4464-1899
Www.berryvet.com.au
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!"

FOR ALL YOUR PRESCRIPTION DISPENSING, FRIENDLY
ADVICE & OVER COUNTER NEEDS

!"

DIABETES AUSTRALIA AGENT– for all your diabetic supplies

!"

SLIMMM – Successful weight management & advice program

!"

WEBSTER PACKING (Service whereby your medication is packed into
blister packs for your safety & convenience)

!"

BLACKMORES vitamins

!"

NATIO cosmetics

!"

FREE diabetes testing

!"

Darrell Lea CHOCOLATES & GIFTWARE

!"

Cancer Council Hats/Sunglasses/Sunscreens & much much more…

OPEN 6 DAYS
Mon - Fri 9-5pm / Sat 9-1pm Phone: (02) 4465 2772 Fax: (02) 4465 2773
Shop 2/162 Moss Vale Rd Kangaroo Valley (Next to Dr Bob from the Valley)
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Kangaroo Valley School year 6 students
celebrated a traditional “rite of passage: in
December when the annual “let your hair
down” dinner was held with parents at the
Hall.
Proud parents, happy children and a tasty
menu all made for a great time, thoroughly
enjoyed by those present.
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It’s only just begun

Exclusive use of
100 acres with
magnificent views

The perfect setting for
Spectacular weddings
Special Inspirational
conferences

55 Radiata Road
Kangaroo Valley
Telephone 44 651 472

For bookings
please call
(02) 8969 6704

www.kangaroovalleybushretreat.com.au
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renovated Valley greens.
This event attracts the best of the best and offers
quality bowls viewing for all. Local members
featured are Nathaniel Cuzner and Phil ‘Jingles’
you would be crazy not to try it at least once!
Chittick who have the chance to cause an upset.
The rules of the game are easy.
On Saturday 8th February from 9.30 am the club
Simply toss your two steel balls at a wooden
hosts the Shellharbour members to a wonderful
Jack (palm of hand facing downwards) and
social day of bowls .
whoever remains the closest at the end of the
All Kangaroo Valley members and friends,
throws wins that end. ‘Balls Of Steel’ and is
pennant and social players are invited to
played the same way as Petanque, Boules or
participate.
Bacci.
Fun events, mixed teams games and a BBQ are
Free club Courtesy bus is still available simply just part of the action.
phone the club when available.
The Pennant bowls competition commences the
JOHN FARNHAM Variety Show on 14th
week after the KV Show this year and interested
February should be great – it’s FREE and I
players should have a roll on the Saturdays from
suggest that restaurant bookings are essential
1.15 pm and increase their skills with tips from
especially under the exciting new restaurateurs the experienced members.
who commenced in January
Phone the Bowlo for details.
The club and it’s members would like to thank The word is that Nathan Jones and Adam
Mike and Jan and their team for their great
Rigney have teamed up for some special pairs
efforts in running the club’s restaurant over the events and I shall keep you informed of their
last year and we wish them well as they depart future results.
to take on new opportunities towards Sydney.
I am sure that this combination will collect a
blue ribbon or two as they compete – best of
luck guys!
Kangaroo Valley Men’s
Geoff ‘Tige’ Lidbetter has a new look this year
and Social Bowls
and is becoming a modern player forsaking his
Yes the greens are open for business after an
legenday monsters of the green for a narrower
eight week treatment and rest.
more petite style of bowls set.
The final of the mixed pairs will be contested
They said it would never happen – never say
shortly and I will have the results next month
never!
for you and both sides are quietly confident.
The Bias One
st
On Saturday 31 January at 1.30 pm the District
Lance Brown
Pairs events will be held on the newly

Bowlo kicks up a gear or two
Balls Of Steel
Superman - The Man of Steel, is
attributed with many legendary feats of
righting the wrongs for the good of
mankind.
Superman needed something extra special
to accomplish his goals.
‘Balls Of Steel’… may be your answer to
having the opportunity to accomplish some of
your goals.
Like ….having fun with family and or friends
and socialising while simultaneously building
skill levels in the passive sporting arena.
Yes all this is available on the ‘Balls Of Steel’
rinks of specialty gravel at the Kangaroo
Valley BOWLO.
The game is FREE to play (ask to borrow a set of balls at the bar) – it’s
fun and simple to learn.
With the million dollar views as your backdrop

For Valley Voice
advertising
please phone
44 651 621

The on-track bushwalking group program for 2009
We are the On-Track Bushwalking
Group and do we have a great program
for you this year!
If you are interested, and have not
attended before, then please email or
phone Lee Sharam or Fran Pritchard to
be put on the contact list for further
details of each walk.
The proposed date for each month and the
general area of the walks are as follows:
(all are on a Sunday)

March 22 Yalwal

February 22 Murrays Beach

November 15 (to be announced)

April 19 Gerringong
May 17 Mt. Bushwalker (!!!)
June 21 Belmore Falls
July 19 Hoddles Track and the Illawarra Fly
August 23 Honeymoon Bay
September 20 Mittagong
October 25 Coast-Cliff Bridge

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a division of the
Department of Environment and Climate Change) are conducting a
1080 Fox Baiting Program in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong
Areas for the protection of the threatened Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.
Baiting will occur during the first full week of each month on various
private properties, National Parks estate, Sydney Catchment Authority
estate and Crown land. All properties being baited are sign posted
with the dates of each baiting session. Dog owners are asked to ensure
their dogs do not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080
poisoning.
For any further information please contact Melinda Norton
or Alison Prentice at the DECC Highlands Area Office,

December 6 Group Christmas Party, with short
walk

Walk grades
We use the following system for grading our
walks.
Very easy: The walk is suitable for
wheelchairs and prams.
Easy: The walk has relatively gentle
grades and good surfaces.
Medium: There are mostly good surfaces
on the walk, but there are some rough
or steep sections.
Medium/Hard: The walk includes rough
and steep sections, which may require
clambering.
Hard: The walk is strenuous involving
steep ascents or descents over rough
terrain. It is recommended for fit and/
or experienced walkers.
We are not affiliated with the Sport and
Recreation groups and so all walkers must take
responsibility for their own safety and their
level of ability to complete the walks.
They must also be prepared for the terrain, carry
water, sunscreen, hats, food and any other
equipment they know that they may need.
We have fun and we hope that you will be able
to join us.
Contact Lee Sharam 44 651 756
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it can not only make a significant contribution
to the communities needs and reduce their fuel
bills it is also environmentally friendly and
(Continued from page 3)
nearby coal fields to supply a dirty coal burning reducing dependence on the large utilities who
we currently pay dearly for our daily energy
power station.
There are now plans to build an adjacent wave supply.
One does not have to be a mathematical genius
power machine to extract power from the
ceaseless line of waves which break constantly to calculate how many wind generators would
be needed for a population of a thousand if a
on the vast shoreline .
town of forty thousand obtains three quarters of
Wind power may not be the complete answer
its energy requirements from twelve wind
for the hungry appetites of large urban
population centres but for smaller rural centres turbines.

Valley to generate electricity
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As a small boy sitting bored in church I recall
the old vicar reading the lesson from St Johns
gospel and musing on the meaning of the
words, ”The wind bloweth where it listeth, and
thou heareth the sound thereof, but canst not
tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth”.
I am still not clear what it really implies - but
who cares where it comes from - lets use it to
good purpose rather than worry about where it
is going!
See you at the meeting February 17 at 7 pm

BOWLO CUP
A great night of FUN
Kangaroo Valley Swimming Pool
ALL WELCOME Late entries accepted on the night
Tuesday March 3 6.15pm
Teams of 4 (any age or sex) ONLY have to complete one 25 metre lap of the
pool any stroke unaided per heat
Entry fee $20 per team. Proceeds to KV Lions Club
Great prizes on the night
This is a knock out event but every swimmer guaranteed 2 swims
Sausage sizzle, drinks and warming campfires

Prize money and winners towels donated by
Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club ( Bowlo)
Winning team on the night $80 cash
Second team $40
Third Placed team $20
Pre registration Sunday March 1 KV Bowling Club 4-5 pm. Come along and enter and go
into a draw for $50 Club meal voucher, drawn on the night
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… and have an early celebration of Christmas

Kangaroo Valley

On the first day of
December the Garden
Group gathered at
We revisit a garden freshly made…. Hope and Angus
Kennedy’s home for
Earlier in 2008 the Garden Group
visited Carl and Larraine’s new garden our Christmas party.
This one was to be
at The Gallery to offer advice on what
special for a number of
to plant.
reasons.
Just before Christmas we returned to
The Garden Group
admire the results.
celebrated the venerable

Garden Group

What we saw was a beautiful garden for a
shady spot.
What had been a weed and diethies infested
plot was now a circular profusion of flowering
plants, a pathway and carefully placed garden
ornaments.
And this was not all, along the driveway in the
only sunny position, are lots of pots filled with
healthy herbs and some salad vegetables.
What a green thumb Larraine must have.
Then we adjourned for a delicious morning tea;
another of Larraine’s talents is to bake the
lightest scones and the lemoniest cakes.
Thank you for allowing us to see our
suggestions reach fruition.

achievements of the
Valley’s oldest gardener:
Elsie Dewhurst.
Elsie loves her garden
and can be seen, most
days, lying on the lawn as
she weeds the beds (see
The garden group had the best of weather for their tribute day
article in the 2008
December Voice).
d’oeuvres as we walked around the garden
Pamela Davis organised the tribute and Elsie
admiring their work.
was presented with a bouquet, a framed
Then it was lunchtime and we indulged in a
certificate and a lovely heritage rose (her
plate full of the Garden Group’s homemade
favourite).
fare.
We are very proud of Elsie and her
We also had a
courage to keep her
Kris Kringle gift
garden looking
giving and
beautiful.
people eager to
This lunch was also a
plant their
chance for us to help the
presents quickly
Remexio lighting
snapped up the
project.
garden produce.
With just a gold coin
This was a very
donation, and the very
pleasant close to
generous donation of
the activities in
some folding notes, we
the gardening
raised $95.60 to
year.
contribute to Kangaroo
We all look
Valley’s funds.
forward to
Hope and Angus were
discovering new
very generous hosts,
treasures in
providing the pre-lunch
gardens yet to be
drinks and delicious hors
seen.
Members admire the changes in a compact garden achieved
Lee Sharam
in just a few months at The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
Tributes for Elsie Dewhurst

V & A.K. Winch
Rural Contractors
Over 25 years industry experience
*
*
*
*
*
*

All forms of rural fencing
Slashing—Spraying
Stables & day sheds
Property management
Rural consultancy
Chem Cert accredited

*
*
*
*
*

Enclosed gardens
Bridges and jetties
Cattle yards and horse arenas
Vineyards
Water carting

Vincent 0427 898 863
Sean 0458 233 699
Ph: 02 4465 1448
ABN 890 440 920 83
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KV presents the 124th Annual Show
We start this preview with an
explanation of matters horsey.
Hacking events
There are a number of hacking events at the
show including ponies, Galloways, over 15hh.
Simply, these are divided into the various
classes but essentially all judged on the same
criteria.
Hacking is the overall picture presented by
horse and rider.
The horse should show excellent appearance
and carriage and perform straight forward
movement with fluid transitions, correct bend
and even rhythm, all the while giving the
impression that what is asked by the rider is
effortless – easier said than done!

The turnout of horse and rider is a fine affair,
with tack well oiled and in top condition,
colourful brow bands and saddlecloths, glossed
hooves, mane and tail braiding and perfect
grooming for the horse, and high styled riding
boots, jacket, tie, waistcoat, felted helmet and
gloves for the rider.
Judges allocate 60 per cent of the points to the
horses’ conformation to breed, soundness and
quality and 40 per cent towards manners and
paces with the rider.
The show hack has three paces; walk, trot and
canter.
Some classes involve rein back and in the
gentleman’s classes, gallop at hand.

Showjumping

Horse and rider show poise at a difficult hurdle

least number of penalties, completes the course
in the fastest time or gains the highest number
of points, depending on the type of
competition.
Showjumping is a test of
There are many rules.
horse and rider under
Competitors on foot may only be admitted
various conditions over a
once to the arena before each competition.
course of obstacles
The horse is not allowed to enter prior to his
intended to demonstrate a
jumping round.
horse’s freedom, its energy, The jumps are numbered, only two attempts at
speed and skill and its
an obstacle are allowed.
obedience in jumping and A third attempt of jumping the practice
the rider’s horsemanship.
obstacle in the wrong direction may incur
If a competitor makes
disqualification.
certain faults such as
The competitor is allowed 90 seconds
knocking down an obstacle, maximum to make these attempts, counted
refusing, exceeding the
from the time the Ground Jury rings the bell.
time allowed, he incurs
A knock down, a refusal or run out is counted
penalties.
as an attempt.
The winner of the
If there is a refusal at the first attempt with a
competition is the
knock down or displacing of the obstacle, this
competitor who incurs the
(Continued on page 24)
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Explaining the intracies of horse events
(Continued from page 23)

obstacle is to be reset and the competitor is
allowed to make a second and final attempt.
The bell is used to communicate with the
competitors.
It signals permission to enter the arena to
inspect the course and when that time is over.
It signals the 45 seconds countdown to begin
their round.
It may also be used to stop a competitor for
any reason or following an unforeseen incident
and to signal to him to continue his round after
an interruption.
Prolonged and repeated ringing tells the
competitor that he or she has been eliminated.

Conformation
Within the horse events are classes looking at
the breed of horse such as Shetland ponies,
Arabians, Heavy Horses, and Stockhorses
etcetera.
Each breed of horse requires specific
conformational traits which are desirable for
that particular breed, although there are some
common traits considered desirable.
This area is complex so to make it simple here
is a list of what to look for.

The bike races—exciting and competitive

Conformation deals with the frame and
structural correctness of each part of the animal,
including the correctness of bone structure,
musculature, body proportions and overall
symmetry.
The thinking here is that less than perfect
structure may result in health problems as the
animal matures or competes.
Angles from joint to joint, length of bone,
location of eye sockets etc all have an impact on
the way the animal performs.
Team Wattamolla after the iron woman contest
Also considered is the temperament which
at last years K. V. Show
should be gentle in nature and co-operative.
Nervousness, kicking and biting do not score
tasks, like helping with the ribbons at the horse
well!
and livestock judging, assisting judges and
officials, and taking part in the parade.
The business of cattle judging
Their ages, abilities and special interests will be
Hard pressed, local dairy expert, Gavan Chittick taken into account for these activities.
We encourage all eligible Valley girls to enter!
describes the cattle judging of as kind of
‘beauty contest for the business cow’ whereby This year the judges are asking contestants what
they think is great about the Show, and how it
judges look at physical traits of the cattle that
might be made even better.
relate to production.
Submissions could be in the form of an essay,
For instance, cows do a lot of eating and
poem, short story or even a song.
walking, and research has shown that a bigger
mouth results in eating more per bite and better Entries should be clearly labelled with the
entrant’s name and contact details, include a
diary or beef production.
Good feet, a strong back and a good stance will permission slip signed by a parent or guardian,
and be lodged at the School Office by 3:30pm
also help them last the distance.
For dairy cows, udders are important as they get on Monday 9 February.
FYRE will distribute permission slips on the
a lot of wear!
high school buses in the first week of term, or
These events are contested by both local
farmers and professional breeders, and when it you could collect one from the School Office.
Entrants will be interviewed by members of the
comes time to buy or use a stud bull, both the
reputation of the breeder and individual animals Show Committee and FYRE in the Anglican
will influence farmers’ buying decisions, and in Hall on Wednesday 11 February (3:30pm for
Years 5 and 6, and 4:15pm for Year 7 students).
turn, the future quality of their herd.
Cat Moore,
FYRE Junior Showgirl Competition
Junior Showgirl Competition Organiser.
An event is open to all girls in Years 5, 6 and 7.
All entrants will be presented with a sash at the Sign of the times …
start of the Friday night Talent Quest, when
How has the Show changed over Betty’s time as
the winner and runner-up will be announced.
Secretary?
Showgirl entrants are also given fun Show
The biggest change must be the OH&S
legislation [in 2000].
We had to change lots of things to meet those
standards.
Shows used to do all sorts of things that you
wouldn’t think of doing any more.
Take the Ironperson event, for example.
That ran for 20 years as follows – You had to
ride a horse, stop and unsaddle your horse and
* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING put out your bed roll, eat a cold pie and a warm
beer (or coke, for juniors - all the ages were
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
thrown in together) – this last bit made many of
* LAWN MOWING
them sick!
Then you had to briefly sleep out, wake up and
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
make a fire with 12 issued matches and boil a
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
billy.
* TRENCHING
Then you had to resaddle and pack up your roll
and ride the obstacle course to the finish.
* POST HOLE BORING
People were trying to borrow horses, which they
* SOIL LEVELLING
may or may not have been able to ride for
* POLY PIPE LAYING
various reasons.
Often the billy wouldn’t boil – it was a
* ROTARY HOEING
nightmare.
* STUMP GRINDING
Now there are no horses involved and the event
* ANGLE BLADE
is split by age and gender.
It’s still gruelling, but it’s pretty safe!
* RUBBISH REMOVAL
Lorraine Mairinger,
Chief Steward, Horses.

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
JOHN MCKINLEY
KANGAROO V ALLEY
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
A.H. - 4465 1181
FAX - 4465 1904

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS
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Betty Allan’s last show: (officially)
Betty Allan has been Show Secretary
since May 1987 and Treasurer also since
1989.
The 2009 Kangaroo Valley Show will be
her last in these positions.
It’s a big job and Betty has acquitted herself
admirably without fuss throughout her long
tenure. ‘I have had help, I can’t say I’ve done it
all on my own, but the responsibility is mine’,
she comments gently.
Looking back over her 22 years on the
Committee, the biggest change that Betty has
noticed is that the Show is much bigger and
more complex than it was when she started.
Memberships have increased, there are more
events and there is more reporting required to
Agricultural Society Council straight after the
event.
There has also been a big influx of newcomers
to the Valley over this period, and we have seen
changes like the introduction of the Talent
Quest and music at the bar on Friday night over
this time. ‘I get the sense of a lot of new people
getting involved with the Show’ Betty says, ‘I
feel that they would miss it if we didn’t have the
Show.
I have enjoyed it and it took my mind off what I
lost when my husband, Jim, died.
I wasn’t prepared to leave the Valley then and
I’m still not ready to leave.’
Betty has worked amicably with a number of
Show Presidents in that time.
There’s been Bernie Nixon (1985-7); Phil Broad
(1987-9); Michael Nelson (1994-8);

John Walker (1991-4); Lorraine Mairinger, the
Society’s first woman in the job (1998-2002);
and the current President, David Kent.
Betty has a few regrets.
She considers it a pity that there has been no
Ladies’ Auxiliary operating during her tenure.
They used to handle balls and suppers and
organise the luncheon room as well; the 1985
photo in the Show Office was probably taken in
their last year of operation.
Also, there has only been one Miss Showgirl
competition in this period, with most young
women preferring to enter in bigger regional
shows with more prize money.
Valley locals might be surprised to learn the
Kangaroo Valley Show is the only show in our
group, with the exception of the Royal Easter
Show, to hold a produce display. (The northsouth display is not being held this year for lack
of space, but will probably return in future
years.)
The public holiday for the Show is unique to the
Valley, too; it gives our Children’s Day events
on the Friday added momentum.
None of the other Shows in the region have ever
had it.
John Walker, of Clinton Park, went to school in
the Valley 76 years ago and enjoyed the public
holiday even then. ‘I don’t know how it started’
says Betty, ‘but we’ve got it. I just have to
reapply for it each year!’
‘I’ve had very few wet Shows, although we do
take out rain insurance against a complete wash
-out.
We get storms nearly nearly every Saturday
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afternoon,
but they
tend to clear
up.
Rain is a
worry,
though,
because I
can get
stranded at
home.
One year
there were
flood waters
down
Barrengarry
Creek and I
came out by
canoe with a
Show stalwart Bety Allan
typewriter
perched on my lap!
They were all a bit down with the rain at the
Show office at the time, but this news seemed
to cheer them up!
I assured them that I wasn’t scared because my
son John was a trained sailor like his Dad!’
Betty recalls.
Finally, we had to ask Betty if she had any
favourite events at the Show.
As Secretary, she’s so busy that she seldom
gets to see anything.
However, she says, ‘come what may, we close
the Office doors on Saturday night and I get to
see the Rodeo.
It’s particularly lovely to see people sitting on
the bank and the moon rise over the
escarpment.’

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
Presenting artworks
by

Olivia Alexander, Leanne Booth, Janet Cullen, Kirsten Deakin
Laurie De Ville, Sally D’Ovelle, Larraine Hahlos, Di Hamer
Bob Johnson, Malcolm King, Julie McKenzie, Deborah Mills
Gu Ming, Janet Mulligan, Gerry North, Rhona Parker
Leah Parrish, Rhonda Punnet, Diane Treloar, Peter White
Sue Williamson, Sheila Young

sculptures
by

Sam Anderson, Tanja George, Eloise Lamond, Ole Nielsen , Leslie Prosser

jewellery by Carol Betts
10 am to 4 pm Daily
149 Moss Vale Road, telephone

44 651 621
email larraine@onaustralia.com.au

We wish the K. V. A & H Society all the best for the 2009 show
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Get in quickly for the Country Clipper advantage
Country Clipper’s patented
revolutionary designed
mower deck can be
rotated up over centre to a
stand up position for quick
and easy maintenance and
cleaning. Then after
servicing your deck,
simply push the bottom
back over centre and set it
back down. Quick and
Easy!
Plus, this rugged, welded
steel mowing deck is built
for tough handling and
high capacity mowing.
Country Clipper decks
have a full complement of
deck baffles, along with
extended clearance above
the blades, producing a
more even cut and a better
flow across and out the

Look at the easy operation of the
amazing stand up deck
discharge side of the deck.
Deck spindles are cast
iron, not aluminum and
have a ¼” thick spindle
mount.

Compare that
to the
competition!

Check us out at the K.V. Show February 13 and 14

The Country
Clipper is a
dream to
drive with
easy to use
Joystick
controls

Country Clipper's, easy to operate joystick control
gives you all the power and action you need
in the palm of your hand.
The joystick control is easy to learn and easy on the arms and
back! Single stick control reduces operator fatigue and allows
a free hand to keep those low hanging branches out of your
face. Or what’s better on a hot day than to be able to enjoy
your favorite beverage while you mow!
The Country Clipper can turn around in a very small area….
360 degrees… in it’s own tracks.
Simply feather the joystick for slower turns and speeds… or
full motion gives you faster speeds and quicker turns.
The dual hydrostatic transmission and solid mechanical
linkage provide true zero turning radius control with the
ability to counter rotate the driving wheels.

Only at Regans Mower Centre
from $6,495 inc GST
14 Haigh Avenue,
Nowra

Call Glen now for our renowned
advisory service including site
inspections and home demonstrations

44 210 902
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Intrepid tales—part 2
(Continued from page 12)

Light penetrates the building through apertures
in the flat roof, there being no internal artificial
lighting.
In view of Khiva’s recent 2,500th anniversary
UNESCO has recently restored many of its
buildings.
Back to our train for an overnight journey to
Bukhara where again much restoration has been
carried out due to its 2,500th anniversary some
10 years ago.
Our first stop was at the mausoleum of the
Samanids and although a classic Islamic
structure (cube crowned by dome), it has no
mosaics being constructed of the most ancient
of Central Asian bricks.
Kalyan mosque was a favourite, covered in
beautiful mosaics and now housing a school
which we could view from the outside, however
the pupils were currently harvesting cotton as
the entire crop must be in by November.
The Kalyan minaret, 45 metres tall, is probably
the main sacred symbol of Bukhara.
We also visited the summer palace of the last
ruler of Bukhara, Emir Alim Khan (ruling 19111920 and died only in 1946), a far cry from the
Russian summer palaces with regard to
restoration but the basics are there.
Such a small world, we met a friend at breakfast
here as we had stayed in a hotel, before our
return to the train for our five hour journey to
Samarkand.
Our first visit in Samarkand was to the
mausoleum of the Timurids, Amir Timur
(Tamerlane) is buried here (1405) together with
his tutor and grandson, the actual burials being
in the crypt but representations of the coffins on
ground level.
The magnificent dome is comprised of 64 ribs,
covered in predominantly blue mosaics and
there is much gold leaf in the interior.
That evening we attended a light and sound
show in Registan Square (Samarkand’s jewel in
my opinion) which whetted our appetite for
seeing the Square in full daylight which we did
the following day.
Surrounded by three magnificent madressahs,
covered in mosaics and built at different times

from 1417 to 1660, all being restored in the 20
century, it is a sight to behold.
Then on to Tashkent, a modern city due to
devastation by earthquake in 1966, in good time
to walk around the lake gardens near our hotel
and an overhead view by a half hour cable car
ride.
The next day a stroll through the old city, the
houses now extremely valuable, and were
fortunate enough to briefly visit one house with
persimmon, fig and pomegranate trees growing
in the central courtyard – this denotes
“paradise”.
On then to a nearby mosque housing a 7th
century Koran (written on elk skin) where again
no photographs were permitted.
We also saw a very large pig iron statue of a
family, entitled “Courage” erected by the
Russians in memory of the earthquake.
Owing to a change in itinerary, our visit to
Almaty, ex-capital of Kazakhstan and
surrounded by the snow covered Tien Shan
Mountains, was very brief.
Our visit included viewing of Zenkhov
Cathedral built of wood in 1917 without the use
of nails and a visit to the Museum of Kazakh
Musical Instruments – one would not believe
the number of stringed instruments which
existed in Central Asia’s early days.
So back to our train for the journey towards the
Chinese border the crossing of which seemed to
take forever owing to lateness of the Chinese
train, accident on the line, etc.
However, on to our new train and spacious
though our accommodation was, not quite the
luxury of the Rus!
We enjoyed our first day in China at the
Heavenly Lake which certainly was heavenly
and very akin to Lake Louise
in Canada, cable car journey to
the top, snow, water, yerts,
boats and hairpin bends.
Following this we visited the
Xinjiang Provincial Museum
containing 12 ancient corpses
(up to 4,000 years old) all
naturally preserved.
At Urumchi we are now 5,000
kilometres from Beijing from
where we travel almost 200
kilometres by bus to Turpan
and enjoy a fascinating visit to

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride
Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com
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th

High country mountain ride
Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
& mountains of
Kangaroo Valley

The Gur Emir mausoleum in Samarkand
the site of the Karez irrigation system, some
2,000 years old, the water from which is today
servicing villages in the area.
Turpan is the hottest place in China and this,
mainly underground, distribution of water is
well displayed in the Karez Museum.
The area is important for drying grapes for
raisins, there being many brick structures with
lots of windows for air circulation in which the
grapes are hung and we also saw large areas of
chillis spread for drying.
Following this we visited the local bazaar and
the ruins of the city of Jiaohe, dating back
some 2,300 years, the largest, oldest and best
preserved earthen city in the world.
Part 3 (conclusion) in March issue
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FRIENDS OF THE BRUSH-TAILED ROCK-WALLABY
INCORPORATED
ABN 71 795 420 274
PO BOX 6182 KANGAROO VALLEY NSW 2577
www.rockwallaby.org.au
btrw@fastrac.net.au

Newsletter –
December 2008
President’s Report….
Dear Friends,
The Friends of the BTRW held their
13th AGM on 20 September,
2008. The Executive Committee for
2008/2009 is:
Susan Robertson, President; John
Rowntree, Vice-President; Melinda
Norton, Secretary; Brian Care,
Treasurer; Ernie Dumpleton, Carla
Jackett and Mick Delmenico, NonOffice Bearing members of the
Committee. Our thanks go to
Warwick Deacock, who has retired
from the Committee, for his
contribution over the last few
years. We welcome Mick Delmenico
as a new member of the
Committee. Thank you to all the
other Executive Committee members
for another year of dedication and
effort for the conservation of the
BTRW.
The Friends have recently been
advised that an application by the
World Wildlife Fund Australia and
The Department of Environment and
Climate Change for funding to the
Federal Government Caring for
Country Open Grants, July 2008,
has been successful. This
application was supported by the
Friends in writing, and the project
for the funding application was titled
"Pulling the Brush-tailed RockWallaby back from the Extinction
Vortex". There were approximately
2,000 applications. The funds that
have been made available from these
grants will be shared between the
Warrumbungles and the Shoalhaven
BTRW programmes. Approximately
$35,000 will be available for the
Shoalhaven, and will be spent on
the introduction of captively-bred
animals into Shoalhaven colonies,
fox control, monitoring, and some
genetic work. This news is very
encouraging as much still needs to
be done to move the colonies beyond
the "persisting but not increasing",
or the "declining", situation.
On 2 September, 2008 a young male
BTRW was trapped in the Jenolan
Caves area and translocated to one
of the colonies in the Kangaroo

Valley to boost reproduction, as there
had been no evidence of males in that
colony for a period of more than one
year. This radio-collared young male
seems to have settled in well, and has
been sighted and picked up on the
monitoring cameras with the females
doing all the right things. It should not
be long before there will be a new
generation of young BTRW's.

getting further reproduction happening.
It is so tenuous to be pinning all our
hopes for the survival of this colony on
the survival of an individual young.

In January 2009 we are planning to
put some remote cameras at another
colony in the Shoalhaven (funded by
the Caring for Country grant) to
establish information on the identity
and gender balance of individuals at
this colony. This may lead to an
Each Spring and Autumn the DECC
additional release of rock-wallabies into
has the fox shooter/trapper come
through the Kangaroo Valley, Budgong this colony later next year.
and Ilaroo, for the purpose of shooting
With all of these plans of rock-wallaby
or trapping any "bait-station shy"
releases in our area we are reviewing
foxes. There are still pockets of these
our current fox baiting efforts to ensure
areas where no shooting or trapping
can be done because landowners have they are adequate. We are looking to
not given their consent. There is a real set up additional bait stations on
need for more landowners to consent to consenting properties in the Illaroo,
Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas
shooting and/or trapping on their
where this will provide additional
properties, as it only takes one fox on
protection to our local colonies. The
one night to kill off the young in a
BTRW colony. The Friends urge you to timing of this review has coincided with
the recent gazettal (October 2008) of
consider or reconsider your decision
the new Pesticide Control (1080 Liquid
regarding this matter.
Concentrate and Bait Products) Order
2008. Local landholders need to be
Many thanks for your support.
aware that this new Order allows
landholders/NPWS to use 1080 baits
A very happy New Year to you all.
on their land in locations as close as
150m from neighbouring dwellings.
Susan Robertson,
The previous Order had only allowed
President.
for baiting as close as 500m from a
NPWS News….
neighbouring dwelling. This is a major
reduction in the distance requirements
It has now been one year since the
under the Order and will obviously
release of three Brush-tailed Rocknecessitate that landholders ensure
wallabies into one of our colonies in
their dogs are contained on their
the Shoalhaven the join the last
remaining individual – Roxy. We have properties at all times. All dog owners
had some triumphs and some tragedies need to be aware that dogs will
since then. While two of the three rock consume a bait if allowed access to a
-wallabies released (Rosie and Hunter) bait station, dogs are highly susceptible
have disappeared from the colony and to 1080 poison and that there is no
are presumed deceased, we now have a known antidote for 1080. If you
young-at-foot rock-wallaby (Thumper) suspect your pet has consumed a 1080
bait, contact a Veterinary Surgeon
sired by Roxy and Adam. Our on-site
immediately.
cameras reveal continued interest
between the two adults and we hope
A second change to Pesticide Control
their next young is on its way.
Order is that where 1080 fox baiting
Obviously with the small size of
programs are continuous and ongoing,
Thumper at the moment he/she is
such as our program on private and
highly vulnerable to predation. For
public lands in the Kangaroo Valley
this reason we are increasing our fox
and Budgong areas, public notification
control efforts and would ask local
of baiting is only required every 6
landholders to do so too. We are now
hoping that with the successful Caring months. Based on this change, our
baiting efforts are now going to be
for Country funding application for
conducted in the first full week of each
further rock-wallaby releases in the
month and notification of these dates
Shoalhaven, we will be able to release
will be sent out twice a year to any
some additional rock-wallabies into
(Continued on page 29)
this colony to increase our chances of
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Computers for Wrinklies with Mr Floppy

http://technology.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/
For example many of us use Google, the
tech_and_web/article5489134.ece
world’s most popular search engine, used so
What can we practically do at home to reduce
What’s hot this month?
our technological carbon footprint?
Aside from Kangaroo Valley who has been commonly that “googling” is now a verb.
A search engine allows you to search across
Not do so many Google searches on Paris
experiencing scorching days the tech press many web sites simultaneously and presents
Hilton one of the most googled
have been devoting some space to
you with pages of results. Where does the
people on the planet
discussing and calculating the carbon
Google search engine live?
Switch off your computer when you’re
footprint of the Internet, server farms and While figures are not publicly available it is
not using it
PCs.
suggested that Google has 450,000 servers in
Switch off your computer monitor. Often
clusters all around the US, Europe and Asia.
Carbon footprint is the amount of carbon
monitors have their own power
dioxide produced by a person, thing or state in The servers are mounted in racks and require
supply so when you turn off your
electricity and cooling. Much electrical power is
a given time.
computer your monitor remains
We are all being given the message that we need created by burning fossil fuels such as coal, gas
powered on or in stand by mode.
or oil. A new Google centre is being built in
to reduce our carbon footprint but the Internet
Before deciding to buy a new computer
Portland and will use an 85 megawatt line that
seems to have doubled its footprint in 4 years.
see if your current computer can be
was previously used by an aluminium smelter
So what’s happened? How can the Internet be
upgraded; adding a faster cpu, more
now producing more carbon emissions than the and water from the Columbia river to cool the
memory or extra disks
entire aviation business according to recent
servers. This should give some idea of the size
Rather than choose a computer that
of the computer farms. Google is just one
research by Gartner?
cannot be upgraded why not consider
We tend to think that the Internet is this
organisation on the Internet. What of Microsoft,
something that can be
mysterious cloud and who knows what goes on Yahoo or any other big entity on the Internet?
Buy secondhand computers. There are
there.
In May 2007, Rolf Kersten of Sun
lots of quality used PCs available
Microsystems presented some figures that
What happens at the other end of your cable,
that are only a few months old
modem or satellite when your computer starts
showed how much CO2 was used in doing a
Choose manufacturers such as Dell who
searching the Internet and browsing web pages? Google search, an Ebay auction, a Secondlife
already have started down the path of
Avatar (a virtual online world) or posting a blog
reducing its’ carbon emissions and
then compared them to the emissions produced
have a recycling program in place
by a Toyata Prius hybrid car.
Choose a quality printer that has a life
NPWS News
http://blogs.sun.com/rolfk/entry/
span longer than 10 minutes that uses
your_co2_footprint_when_using has the details
(Continued from page 28)
print cartridges with good capacity.
and makes for an interesting read. According to
landholder within 1km of any of our
Choose a manufacturer or retailer
Rolf a blog post creates the same emission as
with a commitment to recycling and
bait stations. The timing of our fox
extending the cartridge life
baiting program in the Illaroo area will driving 7.6 km in your Prius.
Early January 2009 saw a flurry of articles in
Lazyfish Technology has a device that
remain unchanged (a 2 week session
Australia and England discussing the carbon
measures how much power your pc
every second month) and landholders
footprint of a Google Search. One article
equipment is using over a 24 hour
will be advised prior to each baiting
suggests that one Google search uses 7gm of
period. This device is available for
session.
CO2 and compares this to boiling a kettle
hire for a nominal cost
(15gm). Google responded strongly and stated
Old print cartridges can be dropped into
Prior to our implementation of the
the Planet Ark box at Lazyfish
above changes to the NPWS fox baiting that .02 gm was the correct figure.
Without delving into who said what and whose
Technology or at Berry and Nowra
programs in the Illaroo, Kangaroo
calculations are more accurate it’s something to
Post Office for recycling
Valley and Budgong areas, a notice of
consider that any activity on the Internet has a
these changes will be sent out to all
carbon footprint and maybe we don’t really
Until next month
landholders within 1km of any of our
need to frantically to post our blogs, add to our
Mr Floppy
bait stations and will also be put in
local papers. A full copy of the Pesticide Twitter or have a SecondLife Avatar
Control (1080 Liquid Concentrate and
Bait Products) Order 2008 can be
viewed at:
!" Australian designed and made
www.environment.nsw.gov.au/
pesticides/pco.htm

The Carbon Conundrum

Specialising in

Other news on the BTRW front is that
another session of fox shooting in
Kangaroo Valley and Illaroo has just
been completed with a total of 14 foxes
shot. As mentioned by the President,
there are pockets of areas where foxes
are persisting uncontrolled. Please
consider getting involved in our control
efforts to further assist in the
preservation of the local Brush-tailed
Rock-wallabies. The next shoot is
planned for February-March 2009.
Many thanks to those that continue to
support our efforts.
Melinda Norton - Project Officer,
NPWS, Highlands Area

!"
!"
!"

quality clothing
Lingerie
Natural skin care products
Silks

Check our new summer stock

Shop 2/167
Moss Vale Road

4465 2824
Clare Loh
Closed Thursdays
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KVRFB Update
A new year for the members of the
Kangaroo Valley Rural Fire Brigade
Volunteers.
Since the last edition of the Valley Voice
(December 2008) the brigade has been
called out on 18 occasions. (Busy).
The first three calls came on Sunday 23rd
November, which happened to be the day that
both tankers and six crew members were at
Galleria Aniella helping out at the art auction
(more on art auction later).
The brigade had not attended any calls for
some eight days and was not expecting any
calls this day.
We had already sorted out a plan of attack if
we did receive a call whilst at the gallery, and
that plan was put to use quite early.
The first call came at 12.17 pm for Kangaroo
Valley and Beaumont to respond to a MVA on
Moss Vale road near Green Valley road.
With that call three members headed out in
Valley 1 leaving three members still at the art
auction.
Valley 1 crew arrived on scene at a two car
head on MVA with Kangaroo Valley
Ambulance treating two people with one of the
patients still in one of the vehicles.
Police were also on scene and the officer in
charge on Valley 1 tanker went to investigate
and see what assistance was required by the
Valley fire crew.
It was just at this time that the second call,
12.32pm, came for Valley 2 to respond to a car
fire at a property on Quirk Street.
It was decided that Valley 2 would leave
Galleria Aniella with one person and get either
Valley 1 or Beaumont 2 relieved from the
MVA if possible to assist at the car fire.
With Beaumont only a short while away from
the MVA and all under control Valley 1 turned
around and responded back to the Valley car
fire.
As Valley 2 was nearing Quirk Street two
other Valley crew arrived at the fire station and
seeing that all tankers were out grabbed some
9kg fire extinguishers and headed off in their

car. Valley 2 arrived on scene at a car fire just
as the 2 members arrived in the car.
All three went about extinguishing the car
which was done in quick time as the fire was
still contained within the engine bay and just
starting to project into the cabin.
Valley 1 also arrived on scene a short while
later and assisted where they could.
With the job done Valley 2 was going to return
to the Art Gallery and Valley 1 asked if they
were required back at the MVA.
Beaumont crew had all in hand so Valley 1 was
stood down from returning to the MVA but was
put on standby for our third incident at 12.47
pm for trees down over the road on Barrengarry
Mountain.
It was not long before Valley 1 was stood down
from attending the trees as the RTA was on
their way to clear the road.
With that Valley 1 also returned to Galleria
Aniella to continue assisting at the art auction,
where we stayed till 2.30 pm.
The fourth call came at 5.45 pm for Kangaroo
valley to respond to a car fire on Moss Vale
Road between Kangaroo Valley and Fitzroy
Falls.
Valley 1 headed out with five crew members
and eventually came across the Kangaroo
Valley local’s car involved near Fitzroy falls.
By the time we arrived Valley 2 was also on its
way with two crew members.
Valley 1 crew had found the small fire had been
extinguished by a passing motorist so Valley 2
was stood down from attending.
The cause of the fire was paper that had
managed to get between the dual cab and ute
tray of a 4WD ute and on to the hot exhaust.
There was also a paint brush so it is assumed it
fell down there sometime when the ute had
been used to move stuff by the owner.
With nothing to do we returned to station at
6.30 pm and commenced our normal
Wednesday night training.
The fifth call came at 3.37 pm on Wednesday
17 December for Kangaroo Valley to
investigate an illegal burn off at a property off
Tallowa Dam Rd near Skyfarm.
A crew of 4 eventually got away some 30
minutes after the initial call due to the
unavailability of a driver and crew leader.

30 years Electrical experience
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Eventually a crew
leader/driver was found
and they headed out, by
that time Cambewarra
Brigade had also been
called to attend.
Crews found an illegal
burn being conducted
and between both crews
it took an hour or so to
extinguish with crews
returning to their stations. The Kangaroo Valley
crew members finishing at 6.00 pm after
cleaning gear and restocking the tanker.
The sixth and seventh calls came after each
other on Saturday 20 December both being
MVA’s on Cambewarra Mountain.
Again a poor response by crew members to the
incident saw only two crew members turning
out.
The initial MVA involved a Toyota sedan at
4.17 pm.
It was not a very serious accident, just a bit
quick in the slippery conditions.
As crews were finishing off at the incident at
4.59 pm a call came through to another MVA
just a kilometre up the road where a
Commodore SS Sedan found itself mounted on
one of those concrete gutters unable to move.
Valley crew members assisted with traffic
control at this second incident until another tow
truck could be sourced to remove the vehicle.
The two crew members eventually finished at
both incidents and signed off at station at 6.46
pm.
The eighth call came at 3.39 pm on Wednesday
24 December for Kangaroo Valley and
Beaumont to respond to another MVA on
Cambewarra Mountain in the wet slippery
conditions.
Kangaroo Valley 1 headed out with four crew
on board and arrived at a single vehicle
accident.
A small van had lost control on a bend and hit
an embankment and overturned.
The driver was transported to Shoalhaven
Hospital.
Christmas traffic was held up for a short while
as the car was righted and loaded onto the tow
truck.
RFS members assisted in righting the van and
with traffic control.
The road was cleared of debris and reopened.
Both RFS crews returned to station around
4.45pm.
The ninth call came on Saturday 27th December
at 5.41 pm for Kangaroo Valley to attend a tree
across the road near the Fitzroy Falls channel
that was blocking both lanes of traffic, a
nightmare for holiday traffic.
A crew of five headed out in Valley 1 and
traveled to the channel and found nothing, so
someone must have removed it.
The tenth call came on Sunday 28th December
at 9.58 am for Kangaroo Valley to attend an oil
spill at the top of Barrengarry Mountain.
Oil spills are important to get to as soon as
possible to reduce the amount of traffic
spreading the oil and minimize the chance of an
accident if the rain came again.
Four crew members went out in Valley 1.
(Continued on page 45)
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Weed Watch

Kangaroo Valley Natural History Park
We’re all aware we live in one of the
most beautiful and unique environments
in Australia. As part of its exceptional
natural beauty, the area has a wide
variety of fauna, and a panorama of
ancient landforms, temperate rainforest
and eucalyptus forest.

working group involving Greg Thompson,
Rosemary Stanton, Glyn Stones and Loo
Taylor. We're also hoping for support from
others, including the Lions Club, Historical
Society, Public School, Scots College, retailers
and the First Australians. We will, of course,
also need to involve Shoalhaven City Council
and the RTA.

The Valley was also an important site for
indigenous peoples and the Pioneer
Museum Park has a wonderful display of
early settlements. The National Trust has
listed Kangaroo Valley as the principal area
of outstanding natural beauty in the
Illawarra and Shoalhaven (only one other
area has achieved this endorsement).

Our current plans are to:
!" Finalise the proposed plan and finance
!" Survey and establish a new fence along the
perimeter of the park.
!" Prepare a maintenance plan
!" Research and produce exhibits for the park

Now is a great time to spot and remove
Moth Vine. Small new seedlings can be
pulled up, but larger vines need cutting and
painting with half-strength Glyphosate.
Peter Stanton

Interpretative signage would highlight the
fauna’s characteristics
!" National Trust plaque recognizing the listed
panorama
!" Picnic seating
!" Areas for recreational use and events (the
site would also be ideal for astronomy
Proposed core features of the park
events, wildlife photographic exhibitions
!" Five specimen trees for the Hampden Bridge
etc.)
Tree Bank with interpretative sign
!" Notice board with seasonal information,
A new opportunity
!" Geological specimens from the different rock
wildlife sightings
Running north along Moss Vale Road from the
formations found in the escarpments and
!" Exhibit from KV Public School
corner of Upper River Road, 1.5 acres of
valley floor
!" Exhibit from Scots College
Council land is available for a new park, and we
!" Interpretive signage highlighting: geological
are proposing it should become a natural history
However, at this early stage – and before
progression, aboriginal history, European
and geology park to complement the fine
proceeding any further – we'd like to get
style agriculture/land clearing
exhibits already on display at the Pioneer
some feedback from the Kangaroo Valley
!" A wooden fenced play area for younger
Museum Park. It's a great site to create an
community.
children with large wooden animals
overall theme emphasizing the significant
If you would like to be involved in any way
(wombat, platypus, Brush Tailed Rock
features of the core attractions of Kangaroo
or simply to comment on the proposal,
Wallaby and King Parrot) to play on.
Valley. Being bordered by the new path, the
please contact Chris Warren on 4465 1406.
park would provide a recreational stopping spot
for those walking or cycling the path.
From the park, visitors and locals could see
some of the remarkable natural assets of
ABN: 57 416 671 187
Kangaroo Valley in superb panoramic views of
the escarpment. It could also be a possible
venue for community events.
At this stage, the Kangaroo Valley Tourist
Association, Environment Group and the
Community Association have planted five
Workshop phone 44 651 410
specimen trees in the park area. These represent
the five species of 110 trees planted on
properties in the Valley forming a Tree Bank to Licensed Plant/Heavy Vehicle/Motor Mechanic
supply timber for the renovation of Hampden
Bridge in the future.
The park could also feature some or all of the 66
local plants of considerable importance and
would attract many of the 150 species of birds
that inhabit the area. We're also hoping to have
signage and exhibits that convey the
8 Tonne Table Top Truck / 2 Tonne Plant Trailer
significance of the geology and natural history
of the area.
The current project drivers are Christopher
Warren and Peter Stanton with an initial

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L

All Mechanical Repairs
and vehicle servicing

16 Years Mechanical Knowledge
Licensed Mechanical Workshop

On Farm Repairs/ Pick Up & Delivery

MTA Member MD #: 18582 Mechanic Lic#: 106089

Ph: John Wright 0411 619 179
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Valley gives luxurious holiday to farming family in need
While Kangaroo Valley might be the
most sought after Tree Change
destination in NSW (explanatory note
below *) not everyone can enjoy a
holiday here.
Conscious of the difficulty farmers out West
are facing, the Valley has dug deep to
provide a farming family in need with a
wonderful holiday filled with luxury and
exciting nature activities.
Coordinator Sophie Warren has arranged a full
four night holiday for the Gordon family from
Barmedman NSW (between West Wylong and
Temora).
The package includes dinner at Jing Jo Thai,
canoeing or bike hire from Kangaroo Valley
Safaris, horse riding from the Man from
Kangaroo Valley Horse Trail, dinner at the
Friendly Inn, hair styling and pampering treats
from the Valley Hair Artistry & BeeWaxed Nail
& Beauty in the village.
Land’s Edge Surf School in Gerringong has also
provided a lesson for the family’s children.
Crystal Creek Meadows is providing four
night’s accommodation with breakfast.
Previously farm aid gifts were organised and
paid for by the Rotary Club of Corrimal, but
Kangaroo Valley businesses have donated the
whole package free of charge to help a family
who really need a good break from drought
hardship at this time.
“It is so heart warming to receive this level of
generous response from our community,” said

Sophie, proprietor of Crystal Creek Meadows.
“It was not difficult to get support as everyone
wanted to help without question.”
Noel Causer of Rotary Club of Corrimal Farm
Aid program, works with local health
authorities to identify families in need of
respite said, “I am proud to be part of this
project and to meet and know such generous
people from Kangaroo Valley.
(contacts below **)
Coming from a farming background I have first
hand experience of the problem farming
families are going through.”
“I urge other communities from the south coast
to also put together packages like this to help
others in need,” said Sophie Warren.
*Kangaroo Valley was selected as the most
ideal Tree Change destination in NSW by
KPMG and published in The Australian on 3rd
January and broadcast by A Current Affair.
** Noel Causer of Rotary Farm Aid can be
contacted Tel: 02 42842361 or email:
noelcauser@optusnet.com.au

Sports club Secretaries
Send your fixtures,
features, results to
kvvoice@shoal.net.au

Valley Guide to
eating out
Australian Bistro

Visions at the Valley
44 652 820

Mediterranean

Café Bella
44 651 660

Thai

Jing Jo
44 651 314

A taste for all palates
Jack’s Coffee House
and Eatery
44 652 796
Value—service and
a good choice it’s all here in
Kangaroo Valley.

Going to Sydney or the airport?
Going to Canberra?
Sporting events in Sydney?
Weddings?
Formals?
Social functions?
Special Occasions—up to 20 passengers
Wine & Garden tours of the Highlands
“Anywhere—Anytime”

Highlands Chauffeured Hire Cars
Are at your service:
24 Hours Seven days per week
Ring 0400 921 239
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Happy New Year from the team at Lindy
Ross and Kangaroo Valley Getaways!
We have started the year full of enthusiasm
and a clear intention to defy the Global
Financial Crisis! It seems to be working – as
the sales team have been flat out with
inspections, and have successfully
negotiated one sale already this year, with
another two in the process of
negotiation. Our first marketing campaign
for the year is off and running – a 5 acre
block on Bendeela Road which could be a
real bargain for a lucky buyer.
The Getaways girls have also once again
done themselves proud – providing an
amazing service over the Christmas break over 300 nights accommodation without a
hitch. I cannot sing their praises enough!

Lindy Ross

Charmside — An absolutely
breathtaking example of contemporary
architecture located on 130 private acres
in the prestigious Upper River area.
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Private and tranquil vacant 5 acre rural
residential. Cleared and easy to build
on with power available at boundary.
Auction

22nd February, 1pm

Under Offer

Tanner’s Cottage
Stylish home on 2 beautiful acres, with
Tanner’s Creek flowing through.
Close to the village.

Architect designed home on peaceful
2.5 acres. Perfect antidote for a
stressful week! If you are looking for
peace and quiet, this is it!

Architect designed home on 5 acres
enjoys amazing views of the valley. 4
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 3 living areas,
gallery kitchen and lots of verandahs!

For Sale

Drastically reduced to sell! $699,000

For Sale

$585,000

$695,000

Lindy Ross

Sublime country retreat. 4 bedroom, 2
bathroom near new home designed for
expansive country living set on 21 acres.
For Sale

$740,000

This large home is reminiscent of a
rambling country homestead of times
past, with large rooms featuring timber
lined walls.

With 20 years experience
of successfully marketing
properties in Kangaroo
Valley, Lindy’s reputation
speaks for itself.
Having local knowledge
far surpassing any other
agent, and consistently
selling the majority of
real estate in the area, she has now become
the specialist in marketing properties over the
million dollar mark in Kangaroo Valley.
With the current global financial crisis having
brought about an all time low in auction
success rates, Lindy’s wealth of experience
ensures that Vendors receive the very best of
advice in relation to real estate matters.

Ph: 0412 967 057 165 Main Road Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577

www.kvre.com.au

...the leading agent in Kangaroo Valley
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For those who forgot to think ahead
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, Nutritionist
In the December issue, I suggested the
best way to cope with the extra food and
drinks that usually accompany the
Christmas season was to enjoy
everything – but in moderation. Halfway
through December, a couple of people
asked me to write an article for those
who had already missed the moderation
bit!
Many people who have overdone things a
bit in the food and drink department want a
miracle. That's why diets and various
weight loss powders, pills and potions sell
well.

keep the quantity small. A well-dressed salad
leaves no dressing in the bowl. Skip mayo – it's
too fatty and substitute natural yoghurt with
finely grated lemon zest, lemon juice and a little
Dijon mustard.
At least 50 per cent of the ideal dinner plate is
vegetables. No more than a quarter can then be
a concentrated source of protein such as meat or
legumes with a starchy staple such as potatoes,
rice, couscous, tabbouli or pasta providing the
balance.
Include veggies at lunch too. Baby spinach,
rocket and one or more of the many lettuces can
be piled into your lunch sandwich. Add snake
beans, yellow beans, snow peas, the last of the
asparagus and full-flavoured cherry tomatoes to
salads and accompany that with some cold
chicken, canned salmon, hard boiled egg or
ricotta and a slice or two of quality bread.
Several places in the Valley offer the excellent
Berry bakery sour dough loaves.

There are great examples of some of these
foods, but mostly we eat them because they're
there and it's easier to open a packet than to
think of anything more original. Give them a
miss – at least most of the time.

5. Watch your drinks

Humans evolved drinking water. Moderate
quantities of tea or coffee are harmless for
adults, but once you add sugar, problems
begin. Cordials, fizzy soft drinks, juices, juice
drinks, vitamin waters (expensive cordial with
a few vitamins added) and alcoholic beverages
all contribute to the expanding national girth.
3. Feast on fruit
Research shows that the body doesn't recognise
The cherries may have finished, but
'liquid kilojoules'. When we eat a piece of
blackberries, boysenberries, blueberries.
bread or an apple, our appetite control
raspberries, strawberries, mangoes, grapes,
mechanism tells us to eat a little less of
peaches, apricots, nectarines and plums are all
something else, but with drinks containing
still available and the rockmelons this year are sugar or alcohol or both, the body doesn’t
at their sweetest. This luscious collection of
compensate for the kilojoules in the drink.
1. Move more
fruits will soon be joined by the first of the
The message is to quench your thirst with plain
Extra exercise is the most effective tactic, partly tangy crisp new season's apples, followed by
water. Add some tea (4-6 cups a day) or a
because it burns kilojoules but also because our pears and figs. Make these your treat foods.
coffee or two if you like, but keep alcohol to 1appetite regulatory systems work best when we
2 standard drinks a day. Most wines now
4.
Get
off
the
fried
stuff
and
junk
are active.
contain at least 8 standard drinks. An inability
foods
Lots of Valley residents are putting the new path
to recognise that alcohol contains kilojoules is
to Barrengarry general store to good use and an Most of us know what makes us fat – pastries
a prime reason why so many Australians are
early morning or evening walk from end to end and pies, cakes and biscuits, fatty sausages,
fatter than is good for them.
chips, crisps, confectionery and crunchy snacks
is a great start to being more active. Or you
The answer to overindulgence is very simple –
that bear little resemblance to anything that ever
could do a few 'laps' of the path on your bike.
stop doing it!
grew.
There's also the pool – a bonus when the
weather is too hot to do much else. If swimming
for about 30 minutes is beyond you, walking in
the water is also beneficial – and cooling. The
shallow end is ideal for shorties.
Pace yourself and distribute physical activity
throughout the day. Studies have shown that
some women who go to the gym in the morning
negate the kilojoules they burn there by
spontaneously moving less for the rest of the
day.
Frequent movement throughout the day is ideal.
Walk up stairs whenever possible, park a little
further from your destination, play outside with
the kids rather than sitting in front of the
television for hours, and walk any distance less
than (say) a kilometre.
Any diet will work short term, but none are
effective long term. Either you can't stick to
them because their restrictions become too
boring, they leave you lacking energy. If
continued for too long, many will damage your
health.
The search for the magic fat-melting medication
continues – with no success.
The solution for those who found moderation
difficult is to accept there is no miracle and the
sooner you change your habits, the better. Here
are my recommendations:

2. Go for the veggies
No one ever grew fat on vegetables. As long as
the vegetables are not cooked in fat or doused
with butter, cream or some other high kilojoule
accompaniment, it is virtually impossible to
overdo veggies. A little dressing on a salad
(combine extra virgin olive oil with lemon or
vinegar and mustard) adds extra flavour , but
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Michael’s Great UK Adventure
Just when Michael Knight thought he had finished school forever, he suddenly found
himself working in temperatures of around -5C at a school that looked a bit like Hogwarts
surrounded by people with strange accents.
Some of the students were arriving for the start of their year in Rolls Royce’s or by helicopter.
Yes, Michael is doing a Gap year in England!
This has to be one of the best kept secrets around. We only found out about it through friends and only five kids
from the Shoalhaven are over there at the moment.
A company called Tutor’s Worldwide places finishing year 12 students in a school somewhere in the UK [or
elsewhere in the world if they wish) for a 12 month period where their accommodation and meals are provided and
they are paid the UK minimum wage. The Gap’s generally look after the school children during sport activities and
act as teacher’s aides.
Michael’s school is Rose Hill Westonbirt, a primary school which is located in Gloucestershire not far from a town
about the size of Bowral called Wotton-Under-Edge. This is a particularly pretty part of England only about
15 minutes drive from the historic city of Bristol.
Michael is fortunate in that his accommodation is particularly spacious and he has most weekends free. He is
planning to travel a lot and make good use of his time while he is overseas starting with an Australia day weekend in
London. No doubt he will return a much wiser man in 2010.
*A 12 month holiday overseas -free *Valuable work experience - paid for *Unbelievable life experiences - priceless
Make 2009 Your Year to Invest
Most of us at some time or another play with the
idea of investing in property. We hear a range of
stories that either excite our interest, or instil
concern. But at the end of the day it often comes
down to where and how do I start investing in
property?
The first step is to write down a plan of what you want
to achieve, how and over what period of time. Consider
issues like whether you will seek out low-maintenance
properties, or ‘fixer-uppers’ to try and quickly increase
the value. If you are looking for a ‘fixer-up’, it is vital to
be realistic about the time and money required to
renovate and how that will stack up against the final
value.
Consider issues like managing the property. Is this
something you want to do yourself, or would you prefer
to hand the management over to a professional, like the
many Harcourts Property Managers throughout the
country?
While reading investment books or joining a local
property investors club is a good start, whatever you do,
make it a point to commit to taking action this year.
Don’t worry about looking back and the ‘if only I’d
purchased 12 months ago’ syndrome! Concentrate on
what is happening in the market now, considering
everything from property prices, rental conditions, and
interest rates to make long-term wise decisions.
TIP: Delaying action to wait for the ‘perfect’ time and
property could mean missing out on some valuable
opportunities towards building your future security.
Write your list of priorities and recognise which ones you
won’t compromise on (such as number of bedrooms),
however be prepared to accept minor flaws that are either
small projects to repair or will have little effect on your
long-term plan.

OPEN 7 DAYS

1175 Bugong Rd

Rectory Park Way

SHOWCASING KANGAROO VALLEY
PROPERTIES TO THE WORLD
Harcourts is the exclusive Australasian
and South Pacific representative of
Leading Real Estate Companies of the
World ™, the largest real estate network on earth
consisting of 650 companies, 5,500 offices, and
160,000 sales consultants.
Harcourts is also the exclusive Australasian and South
Pacific representative of Luxury Portfolio.
www.luxuryportfolio.com showcases the finest
properties from around the world. Luxury Portfolio
currently contains more worldwide $1m + listings than
any other company.
We know that real estate clients want to deal with
consultants that have knowledge, expertise, honesty
and integrity, and are committed to achieving the best
possible result for them. Above all they want to deal
with real people - that's why we put absolute focus on
creating a relationship of trust and respect with all our
clients. We've found that this philosophy is great for
achieving personal satisfaction, high morale and
continued success.
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LISTINGS
TAPITALLEE
Some of the most glorious
panoramic views out to Jervis Bay
can be enjoyed from this stylish 4
bedroom architect design home
set on 2.55 acres

KANGAROO VALLEY
Absorb the tranquility as you wind
home to your private 5 acre retreat.
This 4 bedroom home offers comfortable living spaces.

KANGAROO VALLEY
8 fully fenced acres with creek access designed for the perfect holiday
retreat and stunning escarpment
views.

BARRENGARRY
This Masterbuilt home is set majestically on 110 acres in sought after
Barrengarry

KANGAROO VALLEY
Basked in stunning rural
surrounds, located in a
prominent
position to entice travellers, this
home currently operates as a successful B&B.

BUGONG
This elevated treed 105 acre block
has extensive views over the Morton
National Park .

BUGONG
This 120 acre property enjoys an
uninterrupted panorama across the
Morton National Park.

FITZROY FALLS
A sealed circle drive, guest parking,
separate double garage, water bore
are some of the great external features set on 4 acres.

KANGAROO VALLEY
Here is a wonderful opportunity to
invest close to the beautiful village of
Kangaroo Valley.

KANGAROO VALLEY
This pleasant 2 bedroom cottage features a timber open plan kitchen
and dining with reverse cycle airconditioning.

KANGAROO VALLEY
Set on a 2900sqm lot this charming
two bedroom cottage could be your
ideal country retreat.

UPPER RIVER
This vacant 5 acres has it all, uninterrupted panoramic views over
green pastures to
the tree covered escarpment

WOODHILL MOUNTAIN
Approx 1 acre this block boasts
spectacular views over Seven Mile
Beach National Pk & Coolangatta
Mountain.

KANGAROO VALLEY
This well maintained property of 177
acres, offers extensive views over Morton
National Park and distant mountains

OPEN 7 DAYS
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The Sports Report
K.V. Public School teams play basketball
On the 23rd and 24th of October, last
year, 19 students represented the
Kangaroo Valley Public School in a
Basketball competition held at the
Tigers Den in Bomaderry.
Both the boys and girls teams returned
with trophies having come runners up in
their respective divisions.

representative players from the Shoalhaven
Tigers.
Our children did their school and themselves
proud especially when this was the first time
that many of them had played basketball.
Two of our players were invited to train with
the Under 12 Shoalhaven representative squad
as the skills they had shown identified them a
potential representative players for the 2009
year.
I’d like to thank Mr Ken Garcia from Eurolight
in South Nowra for proudly sponsoring our

Back L to R Montanna White, Gabrielle
Murphy, Emily Rutherford, Sally Pritchard
Front L to R Jamie Binder, Caitlin Mairinger,
Chloe Lenz, Savannah Still, Olivia Mairinger
The competition was very competitive with
several schools boasting Under 12

L to R Josh Styles, Ken Garcia (Eurolight),
Emily Rutherford

Back L to R Jenson Barker, Jacob Radic,
Josh Styles, Tyson Thomas, Jak Kiely
Front L to R Justin Grant, Jaxon Boyle,
Oliver Rodden, Angus Gripper, Danny Thomas
school singlets as he is a basketball fanatic
himself.
A big thank you goes to Mrs Davis and Mr
Bond for their continued supported and to the
parents for transporting and supporting their
children on the day because without your help
we would not have been able to play.
A final thank you goes to the students who gave
so much.
They continually gave up their lunchtimes to
train and the results reflected their efforts, as
they proudly represented the Kangaroo Valley
Public School.
Scott Styles
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KV Spring Tennis competition was highly competitive

The finals of the 2008 Spring
Competition were held the week
before Christmas.
In the A-grade photo (above): the winners
are on the left;
Kate Rutherford, Dion Larkins,
Ross Butler and Gavin Chittick.
The runners up are on the right;
Keith Learn, Ingrid O'Connor,
Josh Tynan and Sharon Gomez.
In the B-Grade photo (top right): the
runners-up are on the left;
Tony Barnett (shared with
Tim Walden), Karen Kent, Mike Cox and
Amanda Taylor.
The winners are on the right of the photo;
Les Mitchell (shared with Sam Fritz),
Bronwyn Carter, Bob Beasley and
Yvonne Ferguson.

Show features 2008

Above: David Kent, President of the K. V.
A & H Society with last year’s challenge in
the annual guess the weight of the animal
under lead competition.
Below: Winner of one of the bike races (in
a four way phott finish), Blake Barnes

Winner of the Jackaroo Barbecue was Sharon Geale
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037

email: . chamalon@westnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial

*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs

~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental
trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging

Gift vouchers and plants for Christmas.
Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

Miss Shelleys Flower Shop
shop 1/98 queen street Berry, (behind newsagents)

bh.02 4464 3674 mob. 0422 687 854
Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional
Flowering Hours
Monday to Saturday 8.30 am - 5.30 pm
Sunday and public holidays 10-4 pm

Archie's Artistic Services
44652135
Sculptured Environments in the landscape
Waterfeatures - Fountains - Garden structures
Mosaic and Tile work
Sculptures - Figure - Wildlife - Abstract

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L
All Mechanical Repairs
Log Book Servicing
Brake & Clutch Repairs
Plant/Heavy Vehicle Field Servicing
Slasher, Mower, Ride-on Repairs
Mig Welding, Tyre Repairs
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089

John Wright 0411 619 179.
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Massage Therapist
Karen Palmer DRM
0417 407 212
ATMS accredited
Health fund rebates

Deep tissue, remedial, relaxation and pregnancy treatments available
Monday (all day),Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays

Ian McLean
Phone 4464 3267
Mobile 0427 643 267

Gift vouchers available
Ambulance station community complex

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES

Roo Valley Mowing & Property Maintenance

7 Days, Emergency service

Let Us Bound into your Yard
and Take the Hard Work Out of Your Yard Work

Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter

Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234

Brush cutting, Concrete Edging, Hedge Trimming,
Lawn Mowing, Large & small areas.
Give us a Call for quick & Regular Service

Servicing Kangaroo Valley for almost 20 years

Warren 0438 418 198 ABN 16901025224

Kangaroo Valley Security

KANGAROO VALLEY
PLUMBING SERVICES

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

Lee Dale:
Tel 0405 224043
Licence No: 158073C
24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service
15 years experience
Same day
hot water system replacement
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

All Pest Control Work Undertaken
Termite inspections and treatments.
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area
Call Paul Tel 44651391 Mobile No 0403610236
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KVRFB Update
(Continued from page 32)

The crew used a lot of absorbent material on
various patches of oil as best as they could.
The eleventh call came at 5.33 pm on Tuesday
30th December for Kangaroo Valley to respond
to arcing power lines on Moss Vale Rd near
Hampden Bridge.
Valley 1 arrived on scene with 5 crew members
to find the arcing had cease as the power had
blacked out.
Power was disrupted to a number of nearby
properties due to a power surge created by the
arcing power lines, Integral energy were called
to fix the problem.
The twelfth call came at 5.01 pm on Monday 5th
January for Kangaroo Valley and Beaumont to
attend their respective stations and await
information on a call for smoke within the
Valley.
This was the day that the large fire was burning
WSW of Kangaroo Valley in the Morton
National Park at Wingello.
However 000 received a number of calls from
concerned Valley residents who could see the
smoke and with this the Brigades were called to
see there was no other fires within the Valley
and to get bearings on the fire at Wingello.
Kangaroo Valley 1 and 2 both headed out with
three crew members on each tanker with Valley
1 going out towards Tallowa Dam and Valley 2
going out to Jacks Corner.
With confirmation that there were no fires in the
Valley and grid references done on the Wingello
fire crews returned to station.
With worse weather expected over the next two
days crews were put on alert for this fire if it
was to threaten Kangaroo Valley, remembering
all major fires that have impacted the Valley
have come from the WSW between Goulburn
and Wingello.
This fire saw proactive measures by the
Shoalhaven Rural Fire District with Paid
staff and Volunteers spending a number of
days in Kangaroo Valley door knocking
residences along Jacks Corner and Tallowa
Dam Roads to keep people updated.
Also as this fire was declared a section 44 a
number of extra resources were put in place.
This included a tractor/slasher being bought
in to upgrade and inspect all fire trails in the
path of the fire if it was to come into the
Valley.
Valley tankers went out on different occasions
to ensure access along the fire trails and
doing grid references for the fire
Senior Deputy Captain Neil Breeze spent two
days assisting with door knocking.
Two crews spent days with chainsaws trimming
trees along fire trails
So thank you to all Kangaroo Valley volunteers
for the extra hours/days put into the preparation
for impact from this fire if it eventuated.
I am sure the Valley residents appreciate all the
extra work and hours committed.
The thirteenth call came at 5.52 pm on
Thursday 15 January and that call came from
National Parks and Wildlife.
They were monitoring lightening on this
extreme fire danger day via a lightning tracker
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when they observed a strike to the high voltage
power lines west of Bendeela pondage.
They were able to give an exact grid reference
and so a crew from Kangaroo Valley headed
out in Valley 1 with five members in search of
the lightning strike.
It seems that the strike did take place but luckily
did not ignite so crew returned to station in an
hour.
The fourteenth call came at 3.54 pm on Friday
16 January for Kangaroo Valley and Beaumont
to respond to bush alight on Moss Vale road, at
Myrtle Creek.
Both Kangaroo Valley 1 and 2 turned out with
combined crew strength of eight to an area of
bush alight.
Beaumont also arrived on scene as did Illaroo
Road 7 who were out and about and offered to
come over and assist.
Access was via a property on Moss Vale Road
and brigades spent around an hour at the fire
making sure it was fully extinguished before all
brigades headed home to their respective
stations.
The fifteenth call came at 5.40 pm on Saturday
17 January for Kangaroo Valley and Beaumont
to a smoke sighting at Barrengarry near the
transmission towers.
A crew of 3 headed out in Valley 1 and after
investigating found nothing to suggest a fire so
Beaumont was stood down and all returned to
their stations.
The sixteenth call came the same day, 17
January at 7.29 pm for Kangaroo Valley and
Beaumont to respond to power lines down
starting a fire beside Moss Vale Road approx
four kilometers from Kangaroo Valley.
Both Valley tankers responded with a combined
crew of seven.
Beaumont was called off en route as the fire
was able to be contained by Valley crews.
Police were also in attendance as the road was
blocked whilst Integral dealt with the live wires
that were hanging over the road.
Crews were out for around two hours.
The seventeenth call came at 9.31 am on
Tuesday 20 January for Kangaroo Valley and
Beaumont to respond to bush alight on
Cambewarra Mountain on the Nowra side.
Valley 1 headed out with five crew and
Beaumont with four crew members.
On arrival they found a local property had set
fire to a pile.
The property owner had done all the right
things; he had a permit and rang fire control just
prior to lighting the pile.
However as soon as he did so a number of
passersby rang 000 to report the fire and so
crews were called out to attend.
On such a forecasted hot day it was strange that
he was given the OK to light up, however this
was not his fault.
By the time crews arrived not much was left so
it was left in the owner’s capable hands.
The eighteenth and last call for this edition of
the Valley Voice came on the same day,
Tuesday 20 January for Kangaroo Valley and
Beaumont to respond to a roadside fire on Moss
Vale road towards Barrengarry Mountain
approx four kilometres from Kangaroo Valley.
Beaumont Brigade was called off when the
crew on Valley 1 arrived at the same spot as the
call from Saturday 17 January.
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Someone travelling past saw the blackened
area beside the road and called 000 even
thought there was no fire or smoke from the
fire that was extinguished some three days
earlier. Crews returned home within 45
minutes.
Call out statistics for 2008 saw Kangaroo
Valley attending 46 incidents, down on last
years 49 but increasing the last five year
average to 36 calls.
Below are some interesting facts on the calls
and days. More than 75% of calls happened in
daylight hours where we struggle to get full
crews and 66% on weekdays which are also a
time of low crew numbers.
Weekday + Daytime = poor turnout in
numbers.
Structure Fire 2
MVA’s 14
Car Fire 4
Grass/Bush Fire 3
False Alarm 3
Power Lines Down 2
Power Lines Down Causing Fire 2
Arcing Power lines 1
Investigate Smoke Sighting 1
Tree Alight 2
Oil on Road 3
Tree Over Road 6
Called Off en-Route 1
Garbage Alight 1
Investigate Illegal Burn 1
Monday 3, Tuesday 8, Wednesday 7
Thursday 4, Friday 8, Saturday 9, Sunday 7
Members also attended numerous courses over
the year
Basic Firefighter (BF) 3 members
Crew Leader (CL) 1 member
Aviation Basic Knowledge 1 member
Airfield Base Operator 1 member
Cross Cut Chainsaw 8 member
RFS 1st Aid 4 members
Of the three members who did the Basic
Firefighter (BF) course one person did the
course as a student of Bomaderry High School.
The school is one of a number in the
Shoalhaven that have a BF course ran by the
training team at the Fire Control Centre and a
group of Volunteers.
The course is run in a week and students are
encouraged to then attend their local Volunteer
Brigade as a BF member.
So we welcome on board Brennan Smart who
has joined through this training system.
We also welcome on board Mark Hill, the
Arbor Barber, and Michael Bowden, the
proprietor of the Kangaroo Valley Tourist
Park.
Having these three people join us is great as
numbers continue to dwindle within the
brigade, a common occurrence within small
communities everywhere.
If you would like to join the Brigade just drop
by the station on Wednesday nights at 6.00pm.
Male and females from 16 y.o are encouraged
to join.
It is also at this time we like to thank those
many people who have made financial
donations to the brigade.
(Continued on page 46)
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Tuesday March 3, 2009
Kangaroo Valley Swimming Pool 6.15 pm
All Welcome entries will be accepted on the night
Team Name __________________________________________________
Team members 4 members per team only need to swim one lap of pool any stroke unaided
1.___________________________________________
2.___________________________________________
3.___________________________________________
4.___________________________________________
What makes your team the best chance of winning on the night. (Max 20 words)
For example : Grandma swam for Australia or I eat weetbix for breakfast
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Entry Fee $20 per team funds raised to Kangaroo Valley Lions
First Placed Team $80 Second team $40
Third team $20
Winning Team to receive embroided towels
Spot prizes on the night
A great night of fun, everyone guaranteed 2 swims
Pre-register at the KV Bowling Club Sunday March 1, 4-5 pm
and go into a draw to win a meal voucher for $50

KVRFB Update
(Continued from page 45)

Also to those businesses that have collection
helmets/tins, these businesses include the
Hampden Bridge roadhouse, Kangaroo Valley
Tourist Park, Kangaroo Valley Grocery Store,

The Friendly Inn and the Kangaroo Valley
Bowling Club.
Apart from major infrastructure that is paid for
by either the RFS or Council (Buildings-Trucks
-Fuel-Servicing Etc) most of the equipment is
purchased by the brigade on an as needed basis.
Before we spend the donated money on the

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.

items requested a motion is put to a meeting and
voted on by those in attendance.
Last year, 2008, donations made to the brigade
were spent on such items as eight new fire
ground radios and chargers (smaller, light
weight, modern and expensive), carpet for the
training/meeting room and communications
room/office, wet weather turnout coats, spot
lights and window tint for our main tanker
Valley 1, new laminated maps and wall frames
in the training room, new laminated maps for
both tankers, replacement pagers that get
damaged, lost or new pagers for members.
Other main expenses that the brigade has to pay
for are batteries for torches, GPS systems,
Personnel Distress Units on CABA sets and
members pagers (to be notified of incidents).
Well in excess of $500 per year is spent on
batteries alone.
Other costs bourn by the brigade is telephone
accounts for the station land line, the captains
mobile and the mobile in Valley 1, bottled water
and snack type food stuffs for members at fires.
So we thank you for your support of the
volunteers of KVVRFB.
Thank you once again to Galleria Aniella who
again invited Kangaroo Valley Brigade to be a
part of her latest art auction on Sunday 23rd
November 2008.
A donation of $350 was made to the Brigade.
Craig Winter for the Kangaroo Valley Volunteer
Rural Fire Brigade.
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date! 2009

Special events February 2009
March 3

The Bowlo Swimming relays

May 1-3, 2009

Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival.

Organisations are invited to use this page to claim the date
for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up
and clashes with other groups.

Feb 7

Yarrawa Concert

Feb 13 and 14

Kangaroo Valley A & H Show

Feb 14

John Farham Variety night The Bowlo

Feb 17

Wind power meeting KV Hall 7 pm

Feb 19

Pathways meeting Ambulance complex 7 pm

Feb 20

VIEW Club AGM

Feb 28-March 1 Quilt and craft show (Lioness Club of Shoalhaven) St Michaels,
Nowra Saturday 10-4 Sunday 10-4

Weekly events

Monthly events
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214
Senior Citizen’s Meeting - 10.30 am – “The Barn” Glenmack Park.
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Ambulance Community Complex –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688
A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty Allan 4465 1154

Tues (2nd)
Tues (3rd)
Tues (3rd)

CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting
Pioneer Museum Park. Working Bee 9.00am to 12noon
Werner Bayer 4465 -1058.
Pre School Meeting
Pioneer Museum Park Trust 10-00 am Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
KV Historical Society 1 pm Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (2nd)

View Club Gen Meeting & Luncheon – 12 pm – Source at Kangaroo

Sat (last)
Sat (3rd)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper
Kangaroo Valley Hall 9-11 am Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
8-30 am Traditional service Anglican Church 4465 1585
10 am Contemporary service Anglican Church 4465 1585

Tues (1st)

Sundays

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands
4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 8 am
Mon
Bingo – 5 pm KVB&RC
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Tues
Men's Bowling - noon, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175 leave name
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues
8 pm Meditation Group
ph 0427 383 645
Tues
Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall
10am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am
Wed
Rural Fire Service Training at Shed
6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44
651364
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Thurs
1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Sat
Sun

Bi-weekly events
Tuesday (2nd & 4th)

Lions Club – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group—7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

Sun

Sun

1 pm Social Bowls KV Bowling
Club
Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'
From 1 pm
Anglican Church
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone (02) 4465 1621
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Public School
John Bond
4465 1182
P&C
Helen Gelberman 4465 1182
Scots College
Grahame Allen 4465 1089
Anglican Church Ron Bower
4465 2041
Sunday School Neil Gripper
4465 2017
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910

CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248
Lions
Lyn Obern
4465 1391
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154
C.W.A.
Gwen Nelson
4443 3409
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment
Pamela Davis
4465 2285
Wires
4862 1788

Kangaroo Valley Voice
EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Canoe Club
Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597
Cricket Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Croquet Club
Heather Kelly
4465 1608
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1341
Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
4465 1035
Pony Club
Sharon Selby
4465 1186
Tennis Club
Nigel Lewis
4446 0638
Group Secretaries - please check & update details
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AGES & STAGES
Cubs/Scouting
Gary Thomas
4465 1485
Senior Citizens
Bez McKenzie 4465 1873
Cuppa and kids Simone O’Halloran 4465 1102
OTHER ORGANISATIONS
A & H Society
Betty Allan
4465 1154
Alcholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew 4465 1482
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
K.V.C.A..
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
KVRFB Captain David Smart
4465 1214
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Tourist Assn
Alison Baker
4465 1664
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn D. Loneragan 4465 1364

Paul Obern Tree Services is branching out!
Five years ago, we arrived in the Valley fresh from the UK and reached out via the Voice, asking you to support your new
Valley Tree Service. We were delighted with your response. The community opened its arms and enveloped us with its
kindness, support and loyalty.
We are forever grateful to the Valley community who have continued to support Paul, many of whom waited patiently for
his recovery and return to work after his illness last year, and who continue to keep him busy since his return in May.
Thank you all.
Those who have used Pauls’ Tree Service over the years will know him to be proficient, professional, pleasant and
extremely reliable, as well as competitive with his price, especially to Valley residents.
Paul is now offering a Pest Control Service as well as the expert tree service he has been supplying to Valley residents
over the past 5 years.

Pest Problems Pest Control will be run with the same expertise as his tree service business due to Pauls
previous 26 years of Pest Control experience in the UK and his completion of his NSW license certifying him to provide
all pest control treatments including termite treatments, inspections and advice.
This service will run alongside his Tree Service Company and will hopefully fill a much needed local service in the Valley.

So if you see this sign on your travels and you need a pest
service ..........

Go no further than your local tree man!
Call Paul on 4465 1391
to book an inspection or treatment.
Competitive prices for all Valley residents and local business.
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